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Dedication 
 

   Though my name appears as author of this story, the credit belongs 
to a team of researchers, contributors and editors living in six 
countries on four continents who sought for more than a year to 
discover the identity behind the anonymous 'visionary' Maria Divine 
Mercy, who chose to identify herself only as a European mother and 
business woman. 
 
This book is dedicated to these seekers of truth, whose names may 
never be known, who devoted a portion of the lives with no other 
motive than to serve God and His Church.  
 
 Saseen  

 

 

 

 

 

- - - 

  Single quotes are used around words that should not be taken at face 

value, such as 'messages' that are not really messages and 'visions' that 

are not really visions.  Normal double quotes distinguish words actually 

spoken or written. Monetary figures are expressed in US dollars. Bold 

type is added by the author. [stet] is used to indicate words and grammar 

as written.
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  In early March 2011 a website appeared – The Warning Second 
Coming - claiming to provide messages directly from Jesus and his 
Mother, Mary, sent to a woman whose identity was not revealed. The 
‘visionary’ used the name Maria Divine Mercy. The website claimed 
she was a successful European business woman with children. 
 
The website was ‘top notch’ professional -- not likely generated by 
someone busied with providing for a family while transcribing almost 
daily messages that spoke of end-time events. The messages allegedly 
began four months prior to the website's appearance in November 
2010. Initially, the site attracted a modest following but was generally 
unknown in the Catholic community.  
 
Who was this woman of unique sanctity who claimed the titles of last 
prophet, the Seventh Angel, a victim soul? 
 
There were online rumblings of the identity of the anonymous 'seer' 
within months of the start of her website.1 Commenters on discussion 
forums claimed to know the woman. But what could be proved?  No 
one came forward to say, “I am Maria Divine Mercy.” 
 
Later in 2011, a few months after the 'seer's' website began, she made 
a strategic move to promote her visions through a telephone interview 
with Catholic radio station WTMR in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
USA.  Were there spoken clues that would lead to the identity of the 
‘seer?’ The administrator at MiraculousRosary.blogspot.com 
transcribed and posted the interview verbatim. It became primary 
source material assisting the discovery and verdict on the authenticity 
of the ‘seer.’   
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Within a year online commentary was exposing the messages’ Biblical 
contradictions and theological errors. Catholic publications wrote of 
the MDM phenomenon, always addressing the content of the 
messages, as no one knew the identity of the message-giver. 
 
In 2013 a researcher discovered information that implied fraud: an 
online electronic business card of a retired Irish dentist claiming 
ownership of “The Warning Second Coming” website.  
 
The discoverer formed a 'closed' online forum inviting one, who 
invited another, until a group was gathered from six countries on four 
continents to determine the identity of the mystery ‘seer.’  I am a 
member of that team. Until early November 2013 I followed the 
'messages' with interest but was puzzled by the lack of economy in the 
use of words supposedly spoken by Jesus. Some messages were 
changed and there was that mention of "castration" to describe a 
punishment for sinners. Ouch! A Facebook commenter managed to 
sneak a mention: "Maria Divine Mercy is Mary Carberry." It was 
deleted within hours. That was the starting point of my own research. 
Within 24 hours I understood. My own discoveries posted at 
Facebook pages devoted to open discussion on the 'seer' resulted in 
an invitation to join the research team.   
 
None of the members of the team has a personal or business 
relationship with the ‘visionary.’ The goal was fixed: what can we 
discover about the identity of the woman who claimed to be the last 
prophet of all time? Was there a business trail? Were companies 
formed to sell and profit from the prophetess? Would social media, 
such as Facebook, provide clues? Did people claim direct contact? Did 
the ‘seer’ herself leave a trail of online comments? 
 
Dozens of names were explored; hundreds of web pages were studied. 
Many false leads narrowed the search. Persistence was rewarded with 
break-through disclosures, such as the one-photograph-says-it-all 
[actually two companion photographs] that marked the beginning of 
the end of the vision enterprise. And there were lots of prayers for the 
protection of the team - all practicing Catholics - and the success of 
the search. 
 
By early November 2013, the research team had accumulated enough 
information to go public, first providing the ‘seer’s’ name to website 
Reproach of Christ.2 Ten days later, MidwayStreet.Wordpress.com 
was ‘live’ with the complete narrative-to-date that pointed to the 
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community of Malahide, north of Dublin, Ireland. Much of the 
content in this small book previously appeared at MidwayStreet and 
other websites devoted to debunking the ‘visionary.’ 
 
This story does not address the theology of the messages. There are 
websites and printed articles that early-on exposed the doctrinal 
errors and bizarre claims, even without the benefit of knowing the 
woman, or man, or persons, or entity behind the ‘messages.'3 
 
Several websites preceded this endeavor that opened the discussion 
on the truth of the mysterious Maria Divine Mercy. Those forums 
continue as valuable platforms of discussion. 
 
What follows is the body of evidence developed over more than a year 
involving thousands of hours of research. It led to places that could 
not have been dreamed.  
 
Researchers were curious early observers of the messages. True or 
false? It was ultimately the identity of the ‘visionary,’ exposed here, 
that sealed the verdict...  
 
...hoax. 

Here’s what we discovered. 
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In the Beginning... 

 

  "The Warning is going to take place within a few months now. So 
prepare all of you. These are the words of Jesus Christ. "    

--Maria Divine Mercy, Mother of God forum, June 1, 2011 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   Since 8 November 2010, a woman identifying herself as Maria 
Divine Mercy, a 'Catholic messenger from God' and 'Last Prophet,' 

has claimed more than 1,250 messages from Jesus, the Virgin Mary, 

God the Father, and the Holy Spirit4 posted on the website The 

Warning Second Coming. 

In Central Europe the body of messages is referred to as “The 

Warning.” Social media followers abbreviate the website ‘W2C' and 

the 'seer' as MDM and themselves as MDMers. The website is slick, 

professional, colorful, thought provoking. It's everything a website 

should be to announce: This is serious. 

There is no way to count the number who follow these messages. A 
Swiss priest says more than half of Swiss Catholics have had some 
contact with the messages. A Nigerian pleads for help for “millions” of 
Nigerians who follow the messages. An associate of the 'seer' claims 
1.3 billion website views. Messages are translated into 28 languages 
reaching 270 countries. 
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She has more than 350,000 international Facebook followers and 

dozens of worldwide Facebook sites. The ‘official’ 

Facebook page, Jesus to Mankind, shows an 

image of a happy Jesus as messages report of 

cataclysmic global devastation and satanic 

influences leading to the end times and 

schismatic separation of her followers from the 

institutional Church. 

MDMers have turned into a cult-like mass of passionate believers 
who generate plenty of formal reaction from Catholic hierarchy, 
religious commentators, and theologians. They have reached deep 
into congregations world-wide. In less than four years, seven bishops 
and a conference of bishops have issued written public documents 
condemning the messages. 
 
The messages are both consoling and frightening. They speak of end-

time events, of special favors for those who believe in the messages, 

and harm to those who do not. Pope Francis is the ‘false prophet’ 

preceding the anti-Christ who is present in the world, soon to be 

introduced. God has abandoned the Catholic Church - the “keys” have 

been taken from “Rome.” A “remnant” of Christians, guided by the 

“Last Prophet” Maria Divine Mercy, will split from the organizational 

Catholic Church to save the faith and take it into a thousand years of 

peace. Woe to those who challenge the messages! 
 
The 'messenger' has passionate advocates and adversaries. She has 
averaged four visions a week for four years that repeat prophetic 
warnings from a hundred years-worth of seers, and adds lots of her 
own to the mix, creating a worldwide discussion-frenzy and 
divisiveness within communities and families split for or against. Her 
internet site ranks as the finest-looking bunch of Web pages for any 
prophet since…well…ever. She has marketing skills!  
 
Messages are compiled and printed in three volumes called "The 
Book of Truth." If there are contradictions between MDM’s messages 
and the Bible, it is because God has a new plan for his remnant 
followers. Maria Divine Mercy admitted only three things about 
herself: European business woman with children.5  
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After thousands of hours of research a 
mosaic formed that led to the doorstep of 
Mary Carberry, 59,6 of Malahide, Dublin 
County, Ireland, who does business under 
her maiden name Mary McGovern. She is - 
or was - married to John Carberry7 and has 
four adult children. Two have worked for 
her firm, McGovern PR, including her daughter Sarah Carberry, 29, 
and a 28-year son, a web page designer. At its peak, her twenty-plus-
year-old public relations company won international awards for skill 
in marketing products and ideas.  

 

Yes, she is a European business woman with children. European is 

Ireland, children are adults, and business was a failure.  

Our story of the transformation of the PR girl Mary McGovern into 

'visionary' Maria Divine Mercy begins in 2009, a year before her first 

claimed 'vision.' While McGovern-Carberry continued to show her 

public side as McGovern PR, she involved her personal side with Joe 

Coleman, an attention-getting Church-condemned Irish 'psychic' and 

frequent visitor to the Catholic Shrine of Knock, who himself claimed 

visions of the Virgin Mary.  

 

The Coleman Year 

In 2009 Mary McGovern-Carberry volunteered to do public relations 

work for Irish 'psychic' Joe Coleman, a pay-per-

reading 'medium' who had visions of Mary, 

Mother of Jesus. The IrishCentral.com reported, 

“Before his most recent trips and visitations 

at Knock, Coleman worked as a healer. He 

ran spiritual development courses and gave 

clairvoyant readings before the revenue 

commissioners started looking into his finances. Though he was 

charging €40 a session for clairvoyant readings he insisted that he 

never charged for any kind of information to do with his visions of 

the Virgin Mary.” 

On his website Coleman listed “Mary Carberry” as a prayer meeting 

contact. Also on that short list with "Mary Carberry" was 
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"Herzmariens," a name that would be closely associated with the 

future Maria Divine Mercy. 

Carberry, from late 2009 to late 2010, used her "McGovern PR" 

public relations talent to promote Coleman in broadcast and print 

media, to assist with writing and publication of his book - "The 

Message" - and to maintain his website. In 2010 she traveled with 

him to Medjugorje in Bosnia, the site of claimed appearances of 

Mary, Mother of Jesus.    

On 1 November 2010 Carberry wrote a letter to US Catholic website 

Reproach of Christ defending Coleman and claiming her own psychic 

powers: “I am the second visionary. We both see our Lady as well as 

her beloved son Jesus Christ.” She made a prediction later repeated 
by her MDM persona: “The Tribulation has already started. The 

second half starts at the end of 2012/beginning of 2013.” The 

correspondence is signed “Mary” and added, “I can’t give you my 

surname unfortunately.” [See Appendix for the complete letter.]8 

Seven days later Maria Divine Mercy – MDM - emerged from 
anonymity to…more anonymity claiming communication from 

'Jesus.' By March 2011 a slickly designed website appeared –The 

Warning Second Coming – back-dating four months’ worth of ‘divine’ 

messages. As she wrote in her letter defending Coleman, the new 

visionary repeats a command from the Virgin Mary that the messages 

from heaven be published.   

 

PR Tactics 

Carberry's marketing skills were noted in the Irish Business and 

Leadership Journal in December 2009 at the start of her work with 

Coleman. The article announced a new online service provided by 

McGovern PR. McGovern [Carberry] remarked how skillful online 

content can deliver “stickiness by engaging readers on issues they 

care about…we produce content that stimulates online and offline 

debate. The key objective is to attract repeat visitors to a company’s 

website.” 

A year later a woman concealing her identity as Maria Divine Mercy 

demonstrated an uncanny online ability to “engage readers on issues 
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they care about" with lots of “stickiness” to keep them coming back 

for more, while claiming near-daily messages from Jesus who tells 

her she is the last prophet. ‘Maria Divine Mercy’ is a textbook-study 

in effective marketing and public relations. 

In 2008, McGovern [Carberry] was interviewed by Karen Creed9 of 

the Irish Independent for an article on why nice girls don't get rich.  

"'To a certain extent this attitude that nice girls can't get rich is 

true,' says Mary McGovern. Having run her own PR firm for 25 

years, the Dublin businesswoman has encountered many women 

who have amassed great fortunes. 'From the people who have been 

successful, 80 percent of the time they are pleasant, nice and calm; 

but get on their wrong side and they are ruthless. There is a 

ruthless streak in every woman that makes them succeed,' she 

says...'Nice is dreadful word,' concedes Mary...'We are 

fascinated about rich women irrespective of how they generated 

their wealth,' says Mary. 'The richer they are, the more we 
idolize them.'"10 

 

Identity Confirmed? 

Websites - such as Maria Divine Mercy: True or False, Miraculous 

Rosary, The Ruler, Aquiness, Janet-Walton.wix, Uncovering the False 

Prophet Maria Divine Mercy - provided an open forum for discussion 

on the merits of the MDM messages. Occasionally someone claimed 

to know the 'visionary' and wrote privately to website administrators 

of his or her knowledge. Only two names were offered: Mary Carberry 

and Mary McGovern.  

In June 2013, Joe Coleman, easily accessed through email, was asked: 

“I have read a lot about Maria Divine Mercy recently. She hides 

behind her false title and word is out it’s Mary Carberry. She is being 

heavily associated with you. Can you confirm any truth in this?” 

Coleman responded, [stet] “Yes this is true, it is all over the 
internet, I have not seen or heard of her [Mary] in three years now, 

but I pray for her that she will turn back to God, the devil works in 

many ways to deceive people and keep them from the truth, any 

way I am good so far have to try stay in the state of grace, thank 
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you for your concern I send you Mothers love and Blessings, 

Joe Coleman peace by yours amen.” 

 

A contributor to the Facebook page Safe Harbour reported that 

Mary McGovern’s online LinkedIn photo was shown to Joe Coleman 

who confirmed that the photo was a younger Mary Carberry.  
 

[LinkedIn is a social network site for business professionals. Under 

“special interests” Mary lists “...reading, especially knife-edge 

thrillers.” Her LinkedIn photo was more than 20 years old.]  

 

In November 2013 a detailed letter written by someone with Carberry 

family contacts identified Mary Carberry as Maria Divine 
Mercy. While Carberry's name was mentioned by others as the secret 

seer, the extent of personal information in the message made a 

credible case for its authenticity. Researchers contributing to this 

story know the letter’s author and had subsequent communication 

with her. The letter writer states that Mary never had 'visions' until 

she met Joe Coleman. 

 

“Joe Coleman’s infestation definitely spilled onto Mary Carberry 

and soon she too began to have visions. In fact a number of 

people associated with this medium Joe Coleman began to have 

visions including Keith [Henderson] who was killed in a car 

accident. If people are not in the State of Grace and start 

associating with mediums, false prophets, well, then it is no 

surprise that they too become infested with the demonic, which 

often leads to visions, prophecies etc., but they are not from God. 

They are totally FALSE.” 

Can we confirm MDM's identity from sources other than Coleman 

and those who claim to know her?   

 

Is Mary McGovern-Carberry – the international marketing/public 

relations award-winner – the real Maria Divine Mercy? Or a ‘front’ 

concealing one or more other entities? It gets better. 
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The Land O'Seers 

 

Joe Coleman is among several current Irish ‘seers’ who are proven 

frauds or remain ‘suspect.’ Denis O’Leary, who began vision-making 

in 1988, continues to report on his relationship with the other side. 

He organizes “Circle of Prayer” groups throughout Ireland, similar to 

MDM’s “crusade of prayer” groups organized throughout the world. 

Better known are the visions of Christina Gallagher. In November 

2009 London Daily Mail writer Philip Nolan wrote that many claim 

her to be “the greatest religious con trick ever perpetuated in Ireland.” 

Within 20 years of her first vision, the mother-of-two described as an 

“unremarkable housewife” went from ordinary to “fabulously 

wealthy” and the owner of four mansions.  

The Irish Sunday World reported that since 2008 Gallagher, with no 

visible income, resided in a $5.4 million mansion in upper-class 

coastal Malahide, north of Dublin, population 16,000. This is the 

same community where Mary Carberry resides. 

Just as Gallagher’s 'professional' career was ending, 'Maria Divine 

Mercy’s' began. 

There were published connections between the names McGovern – 

the business woman – and Carberry – wife and mother - to confirm 

they are the same. From the Irish “Independent” on 17 March 2000:  

“An e-commerce initiative launched yesterday and aimed at the 

44 million Irish-Americans has pulled off a coup by getting the 

backing of US internet giant AOL. Ireland-usa.com has been set 

up by a company called CultureLink which is owned by public 

relations adviser Mary McGovern and her husband John 
Carberry.”11 

In August 2010 John and Mary Carberry are pictured as seminar 

participants in a group photo in a newsletter published by Ireland's 

Electricity Supply Board, a corporate body controlling and developing 

Ireland's electricity network. 

On 8 December 2009 at the start of Carberry's involvement with Joe 

Coleman, the Irish Independent reported of a couple about to lose 
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their home for falling behind on payments of their $670,000 

mortgage. The Building Society was seeking to re-possess the $1.4 

million home.  

“[Barrister Ann Lawlor] said John and Mary Carberry, of 
Muldowney Court, Malahide, Co Dublin, had not kept up monthly 

repayments of $6,991 for the past 10 months and were in arrears 

of more than $67,000.” The court denied the repossession."12 

The Carberrys financial distress coincided with Mary's volunteer work 

with Joe Coleman. On 31 October 2009, a few weeks before her home 

foreclosure court date, Mary Carberry was standing beside Coleman 

at Ireland’s Knock Shrine while he experienced a ‘vision’ from the 

Virgin Mary.  

Only then she used a different name. 

 

The Four Marys 

In 2009 the name Mary Egan was mentioned in association with Joe 
Coleman. As with many names explored in the hunt for Maria Divine 
Mercy’s identity, Mary Egan was a curious footnote. No additional 
information could be found.  
 
Simon Creer, a reporter for the London Daily Mail, quotes Egan in an 
article on a Coleman gathering anticipating an appearance of the 
Virgin Mary at the Knock Shrine on Halloween, 31 October 2009. He 
wrote:  
 
“The self-styled visionaries whose claims attracted as many as 
15,000 people to the Knock shrine in Mayo at the weekend have 
said that the Virgin Mary will appear again on December 5. But the 
latest announcement by Joe Coleman and Keith Henderson has led 
to disquiet in the Catholic Church, with fears the affair is hijacking 
one of the country's most holy locations. 

"The two men claim that as thousands gathered at the basilica in 
Knock they received a message from Our Lady which gave a third 
date on which she would appear. 

"Mr Coleman's spokesman Mary Egan said the Virgin Mary 
confirmed she would appear again in just over a month's time.” 
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There were other reporters at the event including 
Geraldine Comiskey from the Sunday World who 
collected information that appeared two years later in 
her book Wacky Eire, “weird, wacky, raunchy, 
shocking, true,” stories of current-day Ireland. She 
devotes a chapter – “Holy Joe” -- to the antics of Joe 
Coleman and his encounters at Knock over Halloween 
2009 with “twelve thousand screaming pilgrims.” 
 

Comiskey writes,  
 

“And spirits ran high when Joe unleashed an unholy fury on 
Knock Shrine manager Pat Lavelle, after Mr. Lavelle 
rubbished Joe’s claims. Coleman grabbed Mr. Lavelle by the 
coat and shook him – an attack he later admitted on radio. 
Local photographer Mick McCormack snapped Coleman’s 
loyal friend and promoter, top PR lady Mary 
McGovern-Egan, laughing as she watched the bizarre 
altercation, but for Mr. Lavelle it was further proof that 
'holy Joe’ was not so pious." 

 
Mary McGovern-Egan? Are Mary Egan and Mary McGovern the same 
person? Could Joe Coleman confirm whether Mary McGovern also 
used the name Mary Egan? Coleman, emailed on 11 August 2014, 
wrote, [grammar corrected] 
 

"It is confusing. In 2009 this lady came along. Never knew her 
from Adam. She decided to promote me with my work as she 
knew all the media people out there. She was Mary 
McGovern. Then she was Mary Egan. Then she was 
Marie Divine Mercy. So this is where it stopped with me. My 
life has been turned upside down since. I broke away from her in 
2010, the year they barred me from Knock. I have had no contact 

with this lady since. Hope you understand. Peace be 
yours. Joe” 
 
Researchers suspect a little different sequence. First 
she was Mary Egan, a fictitious last name; then she 
was the PR practitioner Mary McGovern, unable to 
hide her true identity from Dublin media; then she 
was Mary Carberry, using her married name; then, a 
year after this incident, she went 'underground' as 
Maria Divine Mercy. 
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What reason would Mary Carberry have to conceal her identity from 
Coleman and others in his community, except to hide the real reason 
for assisting Coleman: to gain first hand "apprenticeship" knowledge 
of a 'psychic’ as she prepared a path for her own vision-making. 
 
As noted earlier, on 1 November 2010, Carberry sent an email 
defending Coleman to the popular Reproach of Christ website 
addressing world visionaries, identifying her role as Coleman-
promoter, and claiming to be a second visionary. She signed the 
correspondence "Mary--I can't give you my surname unfortunately." 
 
Was it written by Mary Egan? Mary McGovern? Mary Carberry? Mary 
Divine Mercy? Thanks to the persistence of researchers, we know they 
are all the same. 
 
After a year with Coleman, 'Maria Divine Mercy' launched a slick 
website of her own ‘messages’ stuffed with copy-cat writings from 
other Church-approved and unapproved visionaries, proclaiming 
imminent end-time events. Her internship with Coleman was over. 
She was off to the races riding her own pony. 
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Getting the story straight 

 
   "Those who do know the Truth, but who have changed it in order to 
suit their own desires, will be reminded that there can only be one 
Truth."     

-- ‘Jesus’ to MDM, Jan 24, 2014 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

     In good marketing fashion, to promote her 'visionary' persona 

Mary Carberry participated briefly in an independent forum at the 

Mother of God website that addressed the then-new Warning Second 

Coming messages. 

She began her forum discourse on 1 June 2011:  

"Hello everyone. I am Maria. The European Seer of 

thewarningsecondcoming.com. I would like to say a few things. 

These messages are authentic. I did not invent them."  

Only ten days later, after other forum participants uniformly panned 

her messages as ridiculous, she exits the forum writing: 

 "Your comments make me sad...I will not be visiting the forum 

again for I have been forbidden [by Jesus] to do so...The next 

prophecy will be revealed by this Sunday. God bless all of you. I 

will not bother you again. Maria" [See appendix for her complete 

forum comments.] 
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Carberry's comments at the Mother of God forum are noteworthy as 
rare communication between the anonymous 'visionary' and her 
public. 
 
Carberry - as Maria Divine Mercy - tells of being directed by "Our 

Lady" to go to the Marian shrines of Knock in Ireland and Medjugorje 

in Bosnia/Herzegovina. A keen researcher noted that the timeline was 

wrong! She did visit these shrines during her apprenticeship with Joe 

Coleman in August 2010 - months before her first claimed message 

from Mary, Mother of God, in November 2010. So the claim that she 

was commanded by the Virgin Mary to visit these sites does not mesh 

with the later 'official' version printed in the introduction of "The 

Book of Truth," the collection of 'messages.' More problems getting 

the story 'straight.' And more evidence that her story was 'made up' as 

time passed. 
 
Continuing with her forum comments, on 11 June she writes that she 
is the only "bread winner" in her family, giving the impression that 
her four children are dependent on her income. But the children are 
all adults. Where is husband John? He went missing in action 
sometime in 2010. By a friend's unconfirmed account he was 
diagnosed with cancer that year. No record of a legal divorce or 
separation can be found.  
 

Was it really Maria Divine Mercy writing the forum comments? 

Nothing was known of the 'visionary' in June 2011 other than she was 

a European mother and "successful" business woman. Her website 

began three months before. This was the first year of 'vision' business. 

In her four forum comments she described her religious and personal 

life exactly as 'Maria Divine Mercy' described it to a radio audience 

four months later.  

Continuing to corral new followers, in October 2011 Carberry 

arranged an interview with As the Spirit Leads radio WTMR, in 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, US. It was a 

decision  soon regretted.  

During the interview, a frenzied Maria Divine 

Mercy speaks of being "freaked out" by a talking 

picture of Jesus at her bedside.13 For months 
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prior, she claims to have seen saints "coming out" of statues as a 

prelude to her assignment as the Last Prophet of all time. After forty-

five minutes of questions and answers, Irish listeners identified the 

mystery woman's English accent as "D4" - Dublin 4 - a term 

describing an Irish upper-middle class attitude in contrast to the 

'plain people.' Within months, 'MDM' requested through her 

Facebook agents that followers not link or reference the interview. 

She also requested that the station’s website, Blessed Mothers 

Children, withdraw its podcast. 

Radio station staff were advised by their spiritual director, Fr. Neil 

Buchlein, to have nothing more to do with the Irish ‘seer.’ The link to 

the radio interview is no longer visible from the station’s website, but 

can be found through Google search and YouTube. A complete 

written transcript of the 45-minute interview is found 

at miraculousrosary.blogspot.com.14 

 

The following year, 2012, Carberry related a different story than the 

one told in her radio interview. The introduction to her collection of 

visions, "The Book of Truth," recalls 'Maria's' discovery that she is an 

angelic messenger and the last prophet of all time. It is a bizarre 

amateurish narrative that speaks of sizzling sensations that travel “all 

the way” from her stomach to her feet, of a bedside drawing of Jesus 

whose lips move without speaking and a face that changes expression, 

of powerful urges and electrical surges.  

'Maria' is supposed to have transcribed exactly 745 words on a single 

“old envelope” in a humanly-impossible seven exact minutes15 in a 

manner reminiscent of occultist automatic writing. She trembles with 

shock, tears pour, there’s a soothing calmness. She writes that she 

“would never have the capacity to produce a script like this” — a 

revealing use of the word “script.”  

She hides her identity only because Jesus tells her to hide. Yet, he 

tells her not to run away and to be strong. Although this life-changing 

"sizzling event" occurs at 3 a.m., there is no mention of waking her 

husband John, apparently a sound sleeper. 

[John is last seen with Mary in a 2010 group photo for a business 
seminar. John is never mentioned by Mary, though the "About" page 
at her website describes the 'seer' as a "married woman." In photos 
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with clearly visible hands, neither wears a wedding ring. He is not in 
the bed with Mary when she has her 9 November 2010 3 a.m. talking 
'Jesus'-picture experience. Some time in 2010, while Mary is offering 
her professional talent and personal time to 'psychic' Joe Coleman, 
John became invisible. In her first year of published 'visions' Mary - 
as MDM - writing at the Mother of God forum refers to herself as the 
sole provider of her family.16] 
 

By 11 a.m., seven hours after “suddenly” waking up, she “naturally” 

assumes she is another visionary. Naturally! But “this was not the 

case.” She is a one-of-a-kind visionary, which is different, an end-
time prophet, not chosen but SENT by Jesus to prepare the world 

for His second coming.  

 

Her prophet-assignment, however, is confined to note-taking. She is 

not to be seen or heard. She describes herself as an intelligent mother 

of four who led a busy and fulfilled life, but we learned she has a 

history of failed businesses and a life lived beyond her means in a $1.4 

million home. 

 

A major event occurs in summer 2011. She will be visited by God the 

Father who is pre-announced by the Holy Spirit who says, “God the 

Father wishes to communicate with you.” God tells her “why He 

created the world in the first place,” with no mention of his second or 

third-place reasons. “It was so He could have a family.” Was 
God lonely? Did he lack for friends? The cameo appearances of "God 

the Father" and the "Holy Spirit" are a 'first' in the 2,000-year history 

of the Catholic Church.  

 

The truth “slowly dawns on her” that the messages are authentic, 

although she privately hopes they are not, probably to avoid 

responsibility that goes with being an angel. 

The 'official' story continues to confound. Maria “believed in God but 

she was not devout in the traditional sense.” Is there a non-
traditional sense of devout? She has the shock-of-a-lifetime Jesus-
picture talking-lip experience on 9 November, but now describes a 

visit the day before from the Virgin Mary – 8 November. So what was 

the surprise with Jesus’ visit? And wasn't she already 'seeing' saints 

pop out of statues the previous year?  
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The Introduction ends with “We don’t have much time.” 

 

 

The Matter of 12 Missing Priests and a Crying Old Nun 
 

Did Mary Carberry’s bishop send an exorcist priest to determine 

authenticity of her claimed messages from heaven? 

During her October 2011 radio interview - the one quickly regretted - 

Carberry says that following her first ‘visions’ in late 2010 she 

contacted many priests including one sent by Dublin’s Archbishop 

Diarmuid Martin. 

Researchers have identified the Archbishop’s priest as Father John 

Chisholm, now deceased. Fr. Chisholm, an exorcist, held three 

doctorate degrees and was believed to have the gift of 

reading souls. There is no recorded statement from Fr. 

Chisholm regarding Carberry’s claimed 

‘visions.’ However, in her radio interview Carberry 

says: 

“[A] priest brought it [her visions] to the 

Archbishop’s attention who agreed to investigate the 

messages and he...this elderly man decided that someone like me 

couldn’t receive a message from Jesus. I was not a typical 

visionary and dismissed the messages within a few months.” 

“Someone like me…” — meaning a “worldly,” “agnostic,” “high 

flier,” public relations consultant? We now know that “high flier” 

meant living above her means and “agnostic” - for her - meant she did 

not believe in God. 

 

In November 2013 the administrator of a website devoted to 

addressing the truth of the then-mysterious ‘Maria Divine Mercy’ 

received an email from someone who knew both Carberry and the 

priest. She wrote, “Archbishop Martin assigned an Irish exorcist 

priest to meet her [Carberry] and examine her messages. He told me 

that he told her that her messages were not from God, that 
they were utterly FALSE.” 
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Fr. Chisholm is one of twelve priests Carberry claims she contacted 

during her first months of vision-making. From the radio broadcast: 

“The first thing I did was talk to a priest…[1]…he reluctantly 

passed me on to another priest [2] who reluctantly passed me on 

to another one [3]…I had to go through five [+2]…and then on the 

final priest [6] he broke down, cried and told me he couldn’t do it. 

The next priest [7] brought it to the Archbishop’s attention [8] 

who agreed to investigate the messages…This elderly man [9] 

decided that someone like me couldn’t receive a message from 

Jesus. I was not a typical visionary…So now, thankfully, I have a 

spiritual director [10] and I’ve access to two wonderful priests 

[12] who take my call anytime, any day, any hour.” 

 

Except for Fr. Chisholm, no priest is known to have had 

direct contact with Carberry or her alternate personality 
‘Maria Divine Mercy.’ A fabricated story supports the claim 
of a calculated scam. Was she lying? 

 

Getting the story ‘straight’ has been a challenge for Carberry and her 

agents.  

 

There are several 'tellings' of her priest associates. In June 2011, her 

first year as 'Maria Divine Mercy,' she sloppily writes at the Mother of 

God forum [as she wrote it], "I contacted my priest known to 
me for 20 years the following day and communicate with the 
various catholic priests with whom i have had to place myself. i was 

more than willing to have all these messages evaluated by people in 

the know..." 

 

Two years after Carberry’s radio interview, at a Chicago, Illinois, 

seminar 6 September 2013, ‘Joseph Gabriel’ - an MDM-approved 

spokesman17 - said “Maria could find no priests to back her 

up…One priest [1] inferred that the messages came from below; and 
another [2] told her they were absolute rubbish.” Missing: 10 other 

priests from Carberry’s spoken account and no mention of a “spiritual 

director.” 

 

‘Gabriel’ did offer his audience an assuring message. From notes 

taken at the event Gabriel says, “Maria asked a little old nun she 
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found in a chapel to read some of her messages and tell her what she 

thought of them. The nun read them, and, with a tear running 

down her cheek, said, “Yes, they are from the Lord.” Thus, in the 
mind of 'Gabriel' we have confirmation that the ‘messages’ are 

authentic. A still-unidentified “little old nun” said so. 

 

Three months before Chicago, ‘Gabriel’ in St. Louis, Missouri, gave a 

different count of priests. “She took the messages to five priests 

initially. The first one [1] told her she was crazy. Maria now had the 
gift to read souls and Jesus told her to tell the priest that he is 
refusing the cup I’ve offered him. This made the priest very upset and 

he threw her out. The second [2] told her the messages didn’t come 

from above. The third [3] said he’d look at them but couldn’t now as 

he was so busy. When she came back…he told her he started them, 

but they were too insane to continue. He told her to go home and stop 

messing with these messages – to be a good wife to her husband and 

take care of her family. There were two other rejections [4 and 5]. 

Maria had no one to turn to. She couldn’t show her family, no 
friends to share this with, and now the priests of the Catholic 

Church all were rejecting her!” 

 

[In her broadcast interview, Carberry says that following the first 

appearance of Jesus, “I rang my best friend the next morning.” So, by 

her own spoken admission she did have someone to turn to. And it 

was later the same morning, not the next day, as her 'Jesus' visit 

occurred at 3 a.m. 

 

Again, ‘Gabriel’ assured his St. Louis audience, as he did later in 

Chicago, that a little old nun “cried for ten minutes” and said the 

messages were from God. Missing from both ‘Gabriel’ accounts is 

Carberry’s mention of a spiritual director and the “two wonderful 

priests” she claims access to “any day, any hour.” In contradiction to 

Carberry’s own spoken words ‘Gabriel’ says “…the priests of the 
Catholic Church rejected her.” 

Researchers reviewed claims that an East Indian 

exorcist and world-renowned speaker Father 

Rufus Pereira had exorcised Mary Carberry in 

2012, a month before his death. But Erika Gibello, 

Fr. Pereira’s secretary, said there was no contact 
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with Carberry, but nonetheless condemned Carberry’s ‘visions.’ She 

wrote: “All are lies of the evil one.” Her comments: 

 

“We [Gibello and Father Pereira] went to Ireland often to give 

retreats. We never met that lady [Carberry]. Last time we went to 

Ireland was in March 2012…We were in Dublin and Athlone too, 

but Fr Rufus never prayed over that lady nor did he warn her. All 

these are lies to make it look as if she did not need an exorcism, as 

she claims she [is] instructed by the Mother of God. All are lies of 

the evil one.” 

In summary, Carberry and her agents claim the ‘visionary’ of 

Malahide, Ireland, had in-person contact with many priests who 

determined the messages were not from God. By their own accounts, 

the priests said the messages were rubbish, came from below and 

were utterly false, and that Carberry is “insane” and “crazy.” 

Seven Catholic bishops and the Slovakian Conference of Bishops have 

condemned the ‘seer.’ But an unidentified little old crying nun said 

the messages are from God. 

 

The Claim of the Miraculous Curing Cancer 

 
As 'Joseph Gabriel' tours English-speaking nations, he tells the story 

of the miracle of the disappearing cancer as evidence of Carberry’s 

special relationship with God. 

As the story goes, sometime after God the Father first appeared to 

Maria Divine Mercy in June 2011, she was diagnosed with breast 

cancer. As transcribed at his 6 September 2013 Chicago seminar, 

'Gabriel' tells his audience that a crying God-the-Father asked Maria, 

“What can we do to save souls?” She responds by accepting the role of 

a "victim soul" who suffers for the benefit of others. 'Gabriel' calls this 

an "irreversible contract." 

A seminar audience member noted 'Gabriel's' remarks:  

“Shortly after that, Maria was diagnosed with cancer. After a 

mastectomy was booked, the Lord came to her and told her that 

she was cancer-free, but if she had both breasts removed she could 
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save hundreds of thousands of souls. The thought of saving so 

many souls caused Maria to smile as she went into the operating 

room.”18 

This ‘miracle’ would confirm Maria's special place as an ‘angelic 

messenger’ and authenticate the divine origin of her messages. It 

would…if it could. But it can’t.   

Aside from 'Gabriel's' storytelling, no other mention is made of this 

historic event in the life of the woman who claims to be the ‘Last 

Prophet.’ During her October 2011 radio interview, Maria makes no 

mention of her physically-unexplainable life-saving cure. A strange 

omission. 'Gabriel' offers his audiences no evidence verifying the 

‘miracle.’ And for good reason. 

The miracle never happened. No documentation. No witness 

statements. No doctor has come forward to say, “I amputated non-

cancerous body parts.” It's a vain prospect, but did she have cosmetic 

reconstruction or did she retain the sad scars of her 'sacrifice?' If 

Maria could save “hundreds of thousands of souls” by having her 

breasts removed, might she save hundreds of thousands more by 

having a healthy leg or arm removed?   

Many Catholics believe in the value of mortification – voluntary 
physical suffering to compensate for the consequence of sin, a sharing 

in the Cross of Christ. There is no Catholic belief in the value 
of mutilation, the destruction of the body considered a temple of 
Christ. Would Jesus really tell Mary Carberry he would be pleased if – 

with a painless operation – she had healthy body parts 

removed? What, then, was the point of the ‘miraculous cure’? 

With her voluntary mastectomy, there is no evidence that Jesus was 

there at all. The Catechism of the Catholic Church addresses the 

issue: 

“Except when performed for strictly therapeutic medical reasons, 

directly intended amputations, mutilations, and 

sterilizations performed on innocent persons are against moral law.”  

Did Jesus err by suggesting to Carberry that removing healthy body 

parts would save souls? Catholic researcher David Moorcroft 

examines the nonsense of Carberry’s ‘cancer cure’ story against 
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Catholic moral teaching and concludes, “Evidence? None. 

Credibility? Contemptible.” 

Applying Catholic doctrine, he writes that the ability to ‘see’ God the 

Father – the Beatific Vision – is reserved for saints in heaven. No 

mortal eyes, not even Mary Carberry’s, could bear that glory. How 

could God-the-Father cry? He has no body. Carberry says God-the-

Father asks, “What can we do to save souls?” Does he require 
Carberry’s help to accomplish this? That was the reason God sent his 

Son, Jesus. This claim by Carberry would seem to make her co-

redeemer. 

Moorcroft continues that the notion that a miracle took place is 

meaningless without investigation. The claim must be tested against 

available evidence to confirm a miraculous event. In this case, there is 

no evidence whatsoever. Carberry is a ‘victim soul’? This calling, like 

any other in the Church, is wholly voluntary. Any soul may seek 

dispensation of that freely-chosen state if she or he is unwilling or 

unable to bear the burden. God does not make contracts. It is the 

devil that makes ‘pacts.’ Only an angel could call itself ‘an angelic 

messenger,’ writes Moorcroft. 

And Mary Carberry is no angel. 

 

Facebook Follies 
 

Maria Divine Mercy’s website contains no personal communication 

from 'Maria.' But she does occasionally send personal emails to her 

Facebook administrators and allies.  

The 'official' MDM Facebook page is Jesus to Mankind, a carefully 

monitored and censored discussion forum where followers can 

exchange observations and discussion. Essentially, it is a companion 

page to The Warning Second Coming website. There are dozens of 

additional Facebook pages where geographically-local followers 

establish prayers groups and gain a sense of community. They are 

also monitored by trusted administrators. The most influential of 

'MDM's' Facebook allies is a retired Canadian engineer who in early 

2014 'flipped' on his Irish mentor.19 On 17 February 2014 the 

Canadian posted a "Public Statement:" 
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"...in light of recent claims and in the interest of truth and 

justice...in answer to...questions and request for explanation as to 

what is going on...here is some background." 

Fond of 'shouting' with capitalized words and sentences, he explains 

much of the MDM Facebook history. He writes, "These [Facebook] 

groups were set up by me as self-regulating discussion groups at the 

end of 2011" [Maria's first year of business]. He converted a group of 

pages to promote the MDM messages. "Mary had nothing to do with 

these [Facebook groups] until much later." He wrote "Mary"-- not 

"Maria."  

In February 2013, as a result of contact with ‘Maria,’ he offered her 

his King of Mercy pages, set up as self-regulated independent groups. 

Maria asked that the page names change to "Jesus to Mankind" and 

that her representatives administer the groups "for security." 

Now in control of a new group pages she imposed demands on 

content and exercised control on discussion, eliminating any criticism 

and any mention of other 'seers.' No more "self regulation." 

Her demands "became intolerable." The Canadian refused to comply 

and removed Maria - the angel and last prophet - as a participant on 

his pages. The battle began! He wrote, "If Maria is on the Facebook 

pages - as apparently she is - I'm not sure under what name - she sure 

has a lot of time on her hands!" 

Maria's team countered by removing the Canadian from the Jesus to 

Mankind groups - more than 30 of them. "As a result," the Canadian 

writes, "MDM now has full control of all the JTM groups." He said 

Mary sent him emails "full of accusations and distortions..." 

"I simply cannot allow a visionary to suppress all dissent and to have 

complete control over all the groups," he explains. "...the groups 

should be independent so that this mission does not degenerate into a 

CULT!" 

He continues, "She claims she has been given the 'gift of reading 

souls'...well if she has, it is not yet perfect, because she certainly 

hasn't done a good job reading mine! 
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"She claims to be living in the Divine Will, and that every action she 

takes is inspired by God [yet] she has no discernment as to what the 

messages really mean...she is a sinful human being just like the 
rest of us and has made a lot of imperfect decisions...her 
most recent words and actions do not show the fruits of the spirit... 

"There must be accountability, both financially and otherwise!" In 

addition to Maria's ability to "read souls," he reports that she added a 

new attribute: she said she had no free will. 

On an MDM-operated Facebook page, a ‘Maria’ ally countered that 

the Canadian made it clear that he does not want direction from a 

woman. She writes, "He said that Maria is a silly, over reactive 

woman who should stick to her prophecies...[he] said that he 
views himself as the general of the remnant army and that he was not 

going to have some woman dress him down in front of the 

troops!..[Maria] said she will take care of this...all of it." 

Does this sound like dialogue expected from those in contact with a 

saint-in-our-midst? Does this irreverent discourse, from those in 

direct contact with the "angel" Maria, add to her credibility as a God-

sent messenger? 

The battle of words went on for months. Back and forth. Accusations. 

Threats. Territorial grabs.   

The Canadian admitted meeting 'Maria' on her US tour with 'Joseph 

Gabriel' and confirmed that she is Mary Carberry. He wrote, "I can no 

longer support the messages unconditionally," and suggested the 

possibility that "the visionary has fallen from grace or lapsed due to 

pride, power, greed, and is now false" and that her messages "are 

preternatural, not of God, designed to cause infighting, chaos and a 

premature schism." 

On 11 March he wrote, "If the messages were initially authentic, there 

is more and more evidence that Mary C. is behaving like a frantic 

ruthless businesswoman, and may be doing it for fame and financial 

gain and/or she is being deceived...and as a result attacking a 

legitimate Vicar of Christ." 

Then another 'turn-around.' A month later the Canadian was back 

deep inside the camp of dwindling MDM advocates re-supporting her 
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mission that - by mid 2014 - was characterized by unstable 

meanderings and irrational discourse.  

The openness of the format of online social media led to additional 

embarrassing discoveries - embarrassing for the MDM team. An 

internet blogger uncovered a Facebook user profile named “Maria 

Divine Mercy.” Though this user profile has no content, it adds 

another feather to the body of evidence that this is a scam. 

It shows a 'join' date of June 2, 2010. The date was hidden by the user 

not long after it was discovered. This means "Maria Divine Mercy" 

joined Facebook five months before the first claimed message of 
‘Jesus’ to the Irish lady!20 

The new information supports the contention that the MDM 

enterprise was planned months ahead of the 'official' start of the 

story. Was this a mapped-out hoax by the PR professional and 

possibly other financiers and ‘handlers’? 

 

Turning on the 'Likes' 

A study of the main Maria Divine Mercy Facebook page – Jesus to 

Mankind – exposes major misrepresentation in the number of “likes” 

registered by viewers. By “liking” a Facebook page viewers signal 

friends of their interest. It is a measure of popularity. 

By December 2014 Jesus to Mankind had registered more than 

350,000 ‘likes,’ more than ten times the number registered a year 

before. The increase was sudden during 2014, the year when major 

internet-visible supporters were abandoning the sinking ship as her 

identity gained exposure. 

 

The number is more than double the ‘likes’ 

registered by Her Majesty Queen 

Elizabeth. Could Mary Carberry be more 

popular than the Queen of England? Or is she 

cheating the system? Investigators believe 

that the MDM enterprise is aggressively 

boosting numbers to misrepresent interest in 

the Dublin deceiver. Several websites offer ‘likes’ for sale. An 
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indication that Mary Carberry utilized these purchases is revealed by 

study of age groups and countries of origin. Facebook customarily 

provides that data.21 

 

Facebook data reports Queen 

Elizabeth is most popular in the 

city of London. Believable. In 

contrast, although MDM followers 

commenting at her 'Jesus to 

Mankind' Facebook pages and 

crusade prayer groups are fluent in 

English, Facebook tells us that 

MDM is most popular in Ho Chi 

Minh City in Communist-

controlled Vietnam! Not so 

believable. 

The age group of ‘likers’ also implies fraud. Facebook tells us – based 

on the origin of ‘likes’ – that MDM’s most popular age group is under 

24 years old. MDM Facebook pages list a majority of people who are 

more mature in age and have jobs, children and grandchildren. The 

'JTM United Youth Group' page - for MDM followers in their early 

twenties or younger - has only 662 members in contrast to the 

supposed 394,090 total current 'likes' on the main JTM page. This 

would mean that less than .2% - two tenths of one percent - of 'likers' 

are in their early twenties or younger, hardly a "popular" age group 

for MDM followers. 

 

'Secret Prophet' emerges 

As noted, Carberry joined Facebook as Maria Divine Mercy in June 
2010, five months before her first 'vision.' The 'seer' may have 
considered another name: Secret Prophet.   
 
Registration data for the MDM websites conceals the name of the 
registrant so offers no clue of ownership. To lead sleuths astray with 
data easily discoverable, Carberry stored her website files on a server 
near Cologne, Germany, supporting the description of her as a 
European business woman. But searches for alternative website 
names revealed something different. 
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When website names are registered often variations of the name are 
also registered, so if the website name is misspelled, it will still reach 
the desired destination. So a website ending in “.com” might also be 
registered as “.co”.  
 
A registration filed in February 2012 was found for 
“thewarningsecondcoming.co” – no “m”. The registrant name and 
organization are listed as “The Secret Prophet” with a Galway, 
Ireland, address. The contact email is the same used by Carberry for 
the MDM enterprise: info@thewarningsecondcoming.com. The “.co” 
addresses links directly to the “.com” MDM website. 
 
Previously, the “.co” address was registered a year before as was the 
“.com” website – March 6, 2011 — at a server in Hurth, Germany — 
the original server for all the MDM websites.  
 
The registrant for web name variations of the "The Book of Truth" is 
again "The Secret Prophet." No information can be found on the 
contact name, "Francis Norce." Correspondence to his email address 
is bounced back: unreachable. 
 
An early MDM 'message' from 'Jesus' referenced a "secret prophet." 
On 12 November 2010 - the month the MDM visions began - ‘Jesus’ 
writes: 

 
“My daughter, you can publish this ["The Book of Truth" 
containing the messages] ‘in conversation with the secret 
prophet.’" [Single quotes are in the original message.] 

 
There is no other reference to “the Secret Prophet” anywhere in more 
than 1,250 messages that followed. No mention in Carberry's radio 
interview. No mention by her promoter 'Joseph Gabriel.'   
 
Who is the Secret Prophet? Researchers weighed the possibilities: 
There is no “secret prophet.” The reference implies that Carberry was 
not alone; that she had earthly guidance from a God-ally that really 
isn't there. Or perhaps there is a 'hidden hand' to the MDM 
enterprise. The story's big surprises were still ahead of us.  
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The Business Links 
 
   "I give the world the Book of Truth...I give you, My daughter, the sole 
authority to decide how it is to be translated, distributed and published 
to protect this Work. Everything regarding the publication of these 
Messages must have your personal approval."   

 --'Jesus' to Maria Divine Mercy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    In November 2010, the first month of 'visions,' Carberry's 'Jesus' 

commanded that 'His' messages be published giving Carberry sole 

authority to determine translation and distribution.  
 
Almost two years later the MDM website reported: 

Book of Truth finally gets published 
Today, August 15 2012 is a very special day. Finally after almost a 
year of trying to find a publisher we have finally produced the first 
volume of the Book of Truth in English. The second Volume is due 
in September. Five other languages will be available within the next 
month on this site with a further five following. We will have all 
major languages available by Christmas.22 

Later that month the MDM website announced that Coma Books was 

selected as the "official publisher" of the 'messages' and added a 

statement from Coma Books representative 'Victoria Robinson' that 
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"All orders received up to August 28, 2012, have all been despatched 

[stet] covering every destination."  

'Publisher' Coma Books has one product: the MDM line of books that 

consists of three volumes of messages - "The Book of Truth" - and one 

book of prayers, and their subsequent translations. To assure the 

company’s 'lock' on income from sales, Coma Books copyrights 

content. 'Jesus' speaks to the world, but the publisher claims 'His' 

words as its own intellectual property.23 

 

There is additional legal language protecting publication of the 

messages:  

"In no event is anyone permitted to publish, distribute 
or otherwise reproduce in any format any of the content or 
copies of the content that appears on The Warning Second 

Coming web site." 

The MDM website claims books are shipped to 51 countries in six 

languages, most prominently in English and German. Books are 

printed ‘on demand’ - they are printed after payment is received. 

 

Who is Coma Books?24 There was no record of the 'publishing 

company' in Ireland or the United Kingdom in mid August 2012 - 

date of first printing and distribution of "the Book of Truth." Ireland's 

Companies Registration Office reports that Irish company Trumpet 

Publishing registered the business name "Coma Books" in February 

2013. The paperwork is signed by Brefini Cully as director of 

Trumpet. So "Coma Books" was listed as publisher in printed copies 

of "The Book of Truth'' about six months before it was a legal Irish 

business. 

It took another nine months for Trumpet Publishing to report "Coma 

Books" as a "May Trade As" name in formal filings, following 

disclosures by online bloggers of links connecting Mary Carberry to 

the business side of 'Maria Divine Mercy.'25 The address-of-record for 

Coma Books and Trumpet Publishing Ltd is Harcourt Centre, 

Harcourt Street, Dublin - as is the MDM website 

TheWarningSecondComing.26  

Trumpet Publishing Ltd. - that now claims the Coma Books name - 

was incorporated by Breffni Cully and Sarah Carberry [majority 
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interest] on 6 June 2012.27 Sarah is Mary Carberry's daughter. 

Mary McGovern-Carberry is now connected through her daughter 

and shared address to the business operation of the 'Maria Divine 

Mercy' enterprise.28  

Coma Books contracted with Magento E-commerce, an eBay 

company, to process payment and shipping from online book sales as 

Coma has no staff. The address on Harcourt Street was purchased 

from Regus, a worldwide provider of 'virtual' offices - a 'mail drop.' 

The Trumpet/Coma Books publishing operation for MDM's collection 

of 'visions' was always an 'inside job.' It was never a 'contracted' entity 

separate from the MDM team.   

 

Here's the sequence: 

 

*6 June 2012: Trumpet Publishing Ltd incorporated by Breffni 

 Cully and 'MDM' daughter Sarah Carberry  

*August 2012: Non-existent "Coma Books" 'publishes' Book of 
 Truth 

*February 2013: Coma Books registered as a business name of 
 Trumpet Publishing by "Brefini" Cully 

*Early November 2013: MDM business links exposed by 

 bloggers 

*Late November 2013: Trumpet Publishing registers Coma 
 Books as "may trade as" name 

 

After two-and-a-half years [as of the publication date of this book] 

Trumpet Publishing [Coma Books] has never reported income. Is 

anyone claiming revenue from book sales? Will cash sales of books 

sold at 'Joseph Gabriel's' seminars be reported? 

 

By late 2014 the MDM website announced that "The Book of Truth" 

was "out of print." Actually, they were never "in print." The Coma 

Books website identifies the company as a "print-on-demand" 

operation. There was no stockpile of books waiting for a home. Did 

Carberry come to appreciate that there is no money made in book 

sales? The business was shifting to more profitable areas. 
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A 'Breffni' by any other name 

A blogger has identified the co-director of 

Trumpet Publishing Ltd., Breffni Cully, as 

the same 'Joseph Gabriel' who conducted and 

spoke at MDM workshops in Australia, Canada 

and the US during 2013,29 while associates made 

cash-only book sales. The camera-shy Cully - 

recording devices and photos were forbidden 

from workshops - has reason to hide his real 

name that would connect him as owner and profit-maker of the Maria 

Divine Mercy 'messages.'    

A photograph of 'Gabriel' taken at a Chicago seminar in 2013 was 

matched with a photograph of Breffni Cully posted on a relative's 

Facebook page. He wears the same tie in both photos! 

During a 2013 US seminar, Cully as 'Gabriel' described himself as a 

"good person" and fallen-away Catholic who retired as a dentist in 

2008. He says he was attending a wedding in 2012 when a relative 

gave him a manuscript of Maria Divine Mercy's messages requesting 

help to get the messages printed. He had a physical reaction reading 

the messages. "His heart was pounding!" A meeting was arranged 

with 'Maria' and 'Gabriel' in a hotel room where Cully offered, "How 

can I help with this mission?" His assignment: get the messages 

published. 

Cully may own the entire visionary enterprise. On his “vCard” – an 

electronically-traded business card – he identifies his personal 

company name as "The Warning Second Coming," the name used for 

MDM’s website. 

 

In January 2013 Sarah relinquished her co-ownership of Trumpet 

Publishing to Heinrich Martin Roth, 70,30 of Cologne, Germany. Roth 

already operated German-language online book sales for the 

'visionary messages' of MDM. 

  

New German business partner Martin Roth - who often anglicizes his 

name by dropping "Heinrich" - has 'history' with Mary Carberry. For 

months, hundreds of pieces of information 'crumbs' were gathered as 

an image formed revealing the mysterious Maria Divine Mercy. 
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Among the crumbs were ten names on psychic Joe Coleman’s list of 

contacts for a summer 2012 prayer meeting that included Mary 

Carberry and “Herzmariens.”  

Herzmariens is a German prayer website formed in 2003 that 

promotes 'visionaries.' It means “heart of Mary.” It is also the pen 

name of the website creator – the sales agent and translator of the 

German edition of the visionary-in-hiding's three-volume book of 

‘messages' - Heinrich Martin Roth! Did Roth not know that 'Maria 

Divine Mercy' was his prayer partner at Coleman prayer meetings? 

In November 2014 Roth closed his popular website - herzmariens.de - 

to avoid conflict with his work promoting MDM. The content was 

transferred to a new Swiss website - herzmariens.ch - maintained by 

Roth's assistant Patricia. Patricia began assisting Roth in early 2014 

and handled arrangements for prayer meetings as well as 

contributing her own commentary on Roth's website that included 

her mother's 'visions' from an angel called Leonidas.31 The old 

herzmariens.de website also linked to another 'visionary' called Mary 

of the Divine Preparation of Hearts, a married ex-stewardess and 

mother of two children who lived in Spain. 

The nobility of the MDM enterprise, often advanced by followers, is 

that no donations are solicited. From the 'official' website:  
 

"Maria Divine Mercy does not and will never seek donations. No 

website or person is permitted to request donations on behalf of 

Maria Divine Mercy period." 

 

But that was not always true. During the first year of operation the 

'official' website contained a plea for donations to assist promotion of 

the messages. This is from the October 2011 'official' MDM website: 

 
"While this work will never be used for monetary gain or profit, 
people are asked to make a tiny donation from time to time to 
cover our costs which would be greatly appreciated. If you are 
downloading the eBook we would urge you to make a nominal 
donation. God Bless You. Admin Team for The Warning Second 
Coming website."32  

 
Visa, MasterCard, Discover Card, and American Express accepted. 
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The Face That Sank the Ship 
 

  Photos of 'Joseph Gabriel' taken at 

the 2013 Chicago MDM seminar match 

Breffni Cully attending an Irish 

wedding as posted on a relative's 

Facebook page. He wears the same tie 

on both occasions. His German 

business partner would later claim that 

'Joseph Gabriel' is Cully's middle name 

and therefore no deception was 

intended, thus admitting that the two 

names belong to the same person. But 

'Joseph' or 'Gabriel' or 'Joseph Gabriel' 

does not show up on any of Cully's MDM-related business paperwork.   

 

 

The Chicago photo-taker was 

reprimanded for taking photos, 

which were forbidden in the 

room, a consistent request at all 

the 'Joseph Gabriel' seminars that 

promote "messages from Jesus 

for all mankind." 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cully traveled with the actual 'new age' 

drawing of 'Jesus' that communicates 

messages to the "angel" Mary Carberry.  
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Breakthrough 
 

By November 2013 researchers had enough material to establish a 

profit-making relationship linking public relations practitioner Mary 

McGovern-Carberry and the made-up ‘visionary’ Maria Divine Mercy.   

 

There were several 'break-through' discoveries. Identifying 'Joseph 

Gabriel' as business entrepreneur Breffni Cully was one. Another was 

deep inside incorporation papers for Cully and Roth's second venture 

associated with sales of 'Maria Divine Mercy' merchandise: Merdel 

Limited. 

 

Within days of Cully and Roth filing Articles of Incorporation for 

Merdel on 18 December 2013, researchers were reviewing the 

document for its value. Breffni Cully and Martin Roth share equal 

ownership in the company whose purpose is “to purchase, 

manufacture and retail religious medals…” The company's address is 

different than Trumpet Publishing: The Crescent Building, 

Northwood Park, Santry, Dublin Airport - another 'virtual' office from 

Regus. 

 

On page 17 researchers found the 'smoking gun' that placed PR girl 

Mary McGovern-Carberry, aka 'Maria Divine Mercy,' in the same 

room with owners of the MDM business. "Mary McGovern, 
Consultant PR” signs as a witness to the signatures of Cully 
and Roth!    

In coming months the MDM venture would add two more companies 

and another doing-business-as name. In total, by the end of 2014 

Mary Carberry and her business associates claimed four companies, 

each with a different physical location that contained no staff, no 

furniture, no files. They are 'mail drops' purchased for $110 a month 

from Regus, a supplier of 'false front' offices.  
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The signature page in Merdel Ltd.'s Articles of Incorporation places 

Mary McGovern in the same room with promoters of Maria Divine 

Mercy. 
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False Fronts 

 

   The MDM vision-making enterprise has no 

physical office. It operates out of the Malahide, 

Ireland, home of the vision-maker, Mary 

Carberry. All the MDM businesses use 

addresses rented from Regus, a supplier of 

'virtual' offices, for about $110 a month. No 

staff, no files, no desks.  

 

Both the Harcourt Centre and Crescent Building addresses are among four 

addresses purchasable from Regus in the Dublin area. The Harcourt address is 

used as mailing addresses for The Warning Second Coming and Trumpet 

Publishing/Coma Books, sellers of "The Book of Truth." The Crescent Building 

near the Dublin airport is used for Merdel Ltd, formed in December 2013 to sell 

medals promoted by Maria Divine Mercy.  

 

Earlier in February, the MDM business began 

promoting sales of medals and scapulars under the 

name Salus Gifts using a London address, another 

Regus 'mail drop.'  

 

More recently, Mary McGovern-Carberry filed notice 

changing her resident address-of-record with her 

company Future Media to another 'mail drop' address 

on Pembroke Street, Dublin, an address previously used 

for "McGovern PR." The Future Media address-of-

record was also changed from Carberry's home in 

Malahide to Pembroke. 

 

In late 2014 the MDM team added two United 

Kingdom-based companies also using 'virtual' offices. 

Roth, the sole owner/director of the UK companies reported a personal address 

in London that is also a 'mail drop.' 
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Preparing Trinket Sales  

Through 2014 more evidence emerged that ‘Maria Divine Mercy’ was 

a calculated money-making, ego-building invention conceived a year 

before financially-destitute Mary Carberry’s first ‘vision’ in November 

2010.   

On 18 July 2013 MDM claimed a vision 

from the Virgin Mary commanding that 

a medal be struck - a “Medal of 

Salvation” - showing a crown of thorns 

above her head with crossed swords on 

the back, available in bulk and “freely 

distributed.” The 'Virgin Mary' 

commanded that every person in the world be given a medal. 

 

A San Diego, California, graphic artist designed the medal delayed by 

redesigns and mis-mintings. This is the same graphic artist who 

designed the Seal of the Living God, a sheet of paper containing a 

special prayer and red-colored ‘seal’ that, when displayed, assures 

deliverance to heaven.33 According to MDM’s ‘visions,’ wearing the 

medal offers the same gift of salvation – the assurance of eternal life 

in paradise. 

 

On 18 October 2013, the MDM/Carberry group registered the website 

salusgifts.com with Network Solutions in Pennsylvania, US. There 

was no record of Salus Gifts as a registered business name or as a 

"may trade as" name of any incorporated company in the United 

States, the United Kingdom or Ireland. For tax purposes, it doesn't 

exist. 

 

The Salus Gifts website went “live” in early February 2014 claiming to 

be “exclusive global distributor” of MDM medals and scapulars. Salus 

was UK-based and published a London address, another mail drop 

purchased from Regus, a provider of pretend offices.  

 

Salus Gifts assured customers that medals would be available to every 

country from Salus and its unidentified “authorized re-

sellers.” Medals would be sold in lots of 25, 50, 100, and 200. “Larger 

orders are available on request.” The site claimed "exclusive" property 

and trademark rights to the terms "Medal of Salvation" and "Seal of 
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the Living God Scapular." Emails sent to the contact address were 

rejected: “Failure Notice: No such recipient.” By mid-February Salus 

Gifts removed all content from its website but for two words: 

“Coming Soon.” It never came. By March the site disappeared. 

Two significant events followed as Martin Roth's role in the vision-

making machine intensified. The German Roth - independently of the 

Irishman Cully ['Joseph Gabriel'] - incorporated companies in the 

neighboring United Kingdom that mirrored the Ireland companies he 

shared with Cully. No more Cully. No more Ireland.34 

To review, there were two Ireland companies co-owned by Cully and 

Roth to sell MDM merchandise: Trumpet [Coma] for books; Merdel 

[Salus Gifts] for 'trinkets.' Neither as of December 2014 reported any 

income despite two years' of online book sales and cash sales at 

'Joseph Gabriel' seminars. Merdel was dissolved with no reported 

activity.  

On 16 April 2014, a month after the Salus Gifts website disappeared, 

Roth re-made himself in the UK using a new tax identification 

number to register as sole owner/director of Unico Distribution 

Limited, which claimed “end-to-end supply chain solutions for 

distance sellers” – an “order fulfillment center.” The filing papers 

show no other directors or officers. While identifying himself as a 

German national, he uses – as a personal residential address – a 

London location instead of his own Cologne, Germany, address 

[Berzdorfer Strasse] used on earlier Ireland company 

registrations. That London address – Suite A, 6 Honduras Street – is 

shared with at least 10 unrelated businesses. In other words, another 

'mail drop.' 

Unico Distribution itself uses a bogus office purchased from Regus at 

450 Bath Road, Longford, Heathrow, London. No desk, no files, no 

staff. The company's website photos are generic stock images shared 

by other companies. Unico's website appeared in March 2014, a 

month after the Salus Gifts website disappeared. It has one client, an 

“Online Christian Gift Shop” – Salvido. Roth registered the Salvido 

website domain name on 24 March, two days before incorporating 

Unico. Salvido.com would become the 'official' sales site for the MDM 

trinkets. 
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The similarity in the names Salus and Salvido confound our 

understanding of the business aspects of the MDM enterprise. The 

newer Salvido used the same address at Portland House, Victoria, 

London, as used by the older Salus Gifts – a rented 'mail drop' 

purchased from Regus. Roth submitted his registration/incorporation 

papers by proxy through UHY FDW Company Secretarial in Dublin,. 

Two members of the firm - Alan Farrelly and Michael Bellew - served 

as the original directors of Trumpet Publishing Ltd., serving for one 

day on 6 June 2012.   

 

Now there are three companies: two in Ireland and one in the UK. It 

doesn't stop there. Adding to the mystery-of-many-companies, eight 

days before Roth registered Unico Distribution in Belfast, UK, under 

his new tax ID, he registered a second UK company – Icon House 

Publishing Limited – again listing himself as sole owner/director and 

using the same address as Unico: Honduras Street, London. 

Presumably, Icon will replace Trumpet Publishing in Ireland, as 

Unico [Salvido] will replace Merdel for trinket sales. That would end 

Cully’s formal business relationship with the German Roth and 

‘visionary’ Carberry. 

There is no recorded organizational relationship between any of the 

new companies – Salus Gifts [disappeared], Salvido [not a registered 

business name], Unico, and Icon or the earlier companies of Trumpet 

and Merdel. With the exception of Trumpet’s Coma Books [book 

sales] and the new Salvido Gifts [medal sales], all 'companies' exist 

only as exercises in web page design, the likely creations of Mary 

Carberry’s web-designing son.35  

 

On 27 March 2014 “Maria’s assistant” confirmed on the 'official' 

Maria Divine Mercy Facebook page, Jesus to Mankind, that the Medal 

of Salvation would be available “from a different company – not Salus 

Gifts… They will be available for the world very shortly…We are going 

to have a fulfillment house in Malaysia which will distribute to 

Australia…We have three different suppliers working on them,” she 

posted. Maria’s assistant, who identifies herself as “Grace” in 

correspondence, is believed to be Facebook user Andie Lynwood. She 

continued, “…you cannot even imagine how much the devil hates 

these medals. It is actually pretty unbelievable what we have gone 

through to get them. He hates their power.” 
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As the new “exclusive” distributor of Salvation Medals, Salvido 

references a future product: a ‘Seal of the Living God’ scapular. The 

scapular is addressed in an August 2013 ‘message’ received by 

Carberry from one of her spirits. “I now request you, child, to have the 

Medal of Salvation produced now and a scapular of the Seal of the 

Living God made.” The set-up for more revenue? A scapular is a 

religious object made of small pieces of cloth worn by Catholics in the 

fashion of monastic garments that promotes a particular devotion. 

As with the short-lived Salus Gifts, Salvido claims copyright 

ownership of the medal and yet-to-be scapular. The copyright notice 

is incoherent and ungrammatical:  

 

“All corporate names, service marks, logos, trade names, 

trademarks, websites and domain names of Salvido.com remain 

the exclusive property of Salvido.com and the term ‘Medal of 

Salvation’; ‘Seal of the Living God Scapular’ and nothing in this 

agreement gives you, the buyer, the license to use these.” [stet]  

 

A nearly indecipherable copyright symbol appears on the lower right 

back of the actual medal. 

 

The Unico claim of managing “global fulfillment” – the process of 

follow-through from the initial online purchase, payment processing, 

and product delivery – is bogus. There is no staff at the Salvido non-

company or its parent, Unico. Website source code reveals that 

“fulfillment” is actually handled by the eBay-owned e-commerce 

company – Magento – that handles processing of Mary Carberry’s 

books of compiled ‘visions.’ 

 

The website files for Salvido and Unico are located at the same 

computer server in Galway, Ireland, and share an identical website 

“IP” address as Coma Books, the 'publisher' of MDM’s three-volume 

collection of ‘visions.’ An IP address is a unique string of numbers 

that identifies a specific computer.   

 

In the “About” section, Salvido uses the same language that appeared 

at the former Salus Gifts website claiming to be “exclusive” 

distributor of the magic medal: 
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“[Salvido] has been appointed to exclusively manage the global 

fulfillment and distribution of the Medal of Salvation and the Seal 

of the Living God Scapular under license. The Medal of Salvation is 

only available for sale online via www.salvido.com. No other 

website has been authorized to sell or distribute the medals.” 

 

Only the owner of the medal would have authority to appoint, license, 

and authorize. Who is that person? Mary Carberry? Breffni Cully? 

Heinrich Martin Roth? Or someone yet to be introduced? 

 

While MDM followers waited to purchase the ‘Medal of Salvation,’ 

Martin Roth was selling the medals through his German website. 

Roth received an early shipment possibly delivered by his then-

business-partner Cully who visited Roth’s hometown of Cologne, 

Germany, on 29 March 2014 speaking at the Auditorium de Diakonie 

during a tour of Luxembourg, Austria and Germany promoting MDM 

and offering cash-only sales of MDM books. On 1 April, Roth wrote on 

his website, “The interest sparked by the medals is incredibly high. 

Stocks are empty. New production is going on. We ask all who 

ordered to be patient. We will try to mail the medals out as soon as 

possible.” 

 

A Polish website also promoted early medal sales and linked to Roth 

for orders. The site confirmed that Salus Gifts was the original 

intended distributor of the medals. We read, “The administrators of 

the German site were given permission to distribute the medal 

now. Its price is one euro [$1.37 USD]. This is dictated by the need to 

cover the costs incurred by MDM, especially losses, and the need for 

further financial outlays for subsequent editions of books in many 

languages.” 

 

But what "losses" were incurred? MDM books are ‘print on demand’ – 

printed one-by-one by an unidentified printer after orders and 
payments are received. 

 

In June 2014 Salvido was accepting medal orders in Euros, pounds 

and dollars. The copyrighted medal sold for $25 for 25 [minimum 

order]36 of the aluminum penny-valued trinkets. 40,000 orders will 

gross the company’s owner, Heinrich Martin Roth, a minimum $1 
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million - a nice payoff for four years of ‘vision’ business. Spiritual 

value: zero.  

What is the point of so many companies and business names? Why 

not establish one company doing business under that company 

name? Instead we have four companies in two countries doing 

business under three names - Coma Books, Salus Gifts, Salvido Gifts. 

We suspect a 'play-as-you-go' operation that accommodates new 

circumstances and unexpected detours in the effort to conceal the 

direct involvement of the 'visionary' - Mary Carberry - from the profit 

side of her 'MDM' creation. How can we presume that Mary - as 

"McGovern" or "Carberry" - directly benefits financially from 

sales of MDM-related merchandise? Her name only appears once 

on business filings, and then only as a "witness" to the signatures 

of Cully and Roth in Merdel incorporation paperwork. With Cully, 

Mary's daughter "founded" Trumpet Publishing that later claimed 

the "may trade as" name of Coma Books, 'publisher' of the 

visionary's "Book of Truth." Then the daughter, Sarah, turns over 

her share of Trumpet to the German national Roth. Qui bono? Who 

benefits? Without a direct confession of one of the few key players 

would we ever know? Is there a 'hidden hand' that connects the pieces 

and completes the puzzle? There is more. 

 

 

Where is Cully? 

Since March 2014 there has been no mention of Breffni Cully - 

'Joseph Gabriel' - giving MDM seminars. Roth removed Cully's name 

from the new UK-based MDM companies, though he remains as co-

owner with Roth in Trumpet Publishing [Coma Books]. In late 2014 

Cully and his wife offered their Ireland home for sale adding 

suspicion that Cully was washing his hands of any future involvement 

in the MDM enterprises.   

Understandably, it was difficult for Cully to maintain a normal life 

with his heightened visibility and embarrassment caused by internet 

disclosures of his promotion of Carberry’s 'Maria Divine Mercy' 

scam.  

Early in the game, Cully identified his business on electronic business 

‘cards’ as “The Warning Second Coming” – the title of Carberry’s 
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website of almost-daily messages. He traveled the world giving Maria 

Divine Mercy seminars as ‘Joseph Gabriel.’ An April 2014 attempt to 

secure a bed-and-breakfast in Normandy, France, may have been the 

final push to his departure from the vision-venture. The owner of the 

inn refused to rent to Cully. According to the owner's comments on a 

online holiday rental forum, Cully attempted to secure a room using 

two different emails and addresses. On 11 April the Normandy inn 

owner wrote: 

“It turns out this weirdo is mixed up in promoting some ‘Catholic 

visionary’ called ‘Maria the Divine Mercy’ AKA Mary Carberry. He 

also goes under the name Joseph Gabriel. I would advise everyone 

not to touch them with a bargepole.”37 

Was Cully ever really a 'believer'? Researchers found a photo of 

Breffni and his wife's bedroom on an online real estate listing used to 

promote sale of their home. In a sad departing statement, on the 

dresser at the end of a stack of books is a copy of Maria Divine 

Mercy's 'Seal of the Living God' - an indication that Cully had 

accepted at face value Carberry's 'visionary' claims.  

 

'Maria Divine Mercy' Companies 

Here are the companies associated with the 'Maria Divine Mercy' 

enterprise: 

*Trumpet Publishing [may trade as] Coma Books – Ireland, 

publisher of the multi-volume "Book of Truth," established June 2012 six 

months after book orders were solicited, co-owned by retired Irish 

dentist and multi-level marketing entrepreneur Breffni Cully and 

German promoter of 'visionaries' Heinrich Martin Roth, original majority 

owner was Sarah Carberry, daughter of the condemned seer, no public 

filings of revenue, annual return “overdue,” claims copyright ownership 

of ‘vision,' Dublin mail-drop address, online orders processed by 

Magento – a US e-commerce company. 

 

*Merdel Limited – Registered in Ireland December 2013 to sell 

religious items including “medals”, co-owned by Cully and Roth, no 

activity, followed domain registration of "Salus Gifts," Dublin mail-drop 

address, dissolved within six months. 
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Cully's electronic business card 
was the first clue that MDM was 
a fraud. He announces his 
business name as the Warning 
Second Coming, the title of 
MDM's website of end-time 
messages. 

 

*Salus Gifts – UK ‘mail drop’ address, domain name registered October 

2013, trial pages appear online February 2014, no company registration, 

claimed to be exclusive distributor of ‘Salvation Medal,' required future 

medal purchasers to set-up log in and password information, 

disappeared in April with captured log in/password data. 

 

*Unico Distribution – UK, web 

pages first observed in April, name 

registered in April by Roth, claims 

to be “fulfillment” company, links 

to Salvido as only client, owned 

exclusively by Roth, shares address 

with unrelated companies and 

Icon House Publishing Limited, no staff, exists only as a website, no 

response to inquirers, generic stock images used on website. 

 

*Salvido – First website reference discovered April 2014 as a link from 

Unico Distribution, website live briefly mid May 2014, initially required 

login/password entry, London mail-drop address, no evidence of 

company registration in the UK or Ireland, no other company claims to 

“do business as” Salvido, like its predecessor Salus Gifts it claims to be 

exclusive distributor of the 'Salvation Medal,’ U.S.-based Magento e-

commerce company handles medal order processing. 

 

*Icon House Publishing Limited – UK registered April 2014 by 

Roth as sole owner/director, shares address with Unico and unrelated 

companies, also used as Roth’s personal residential address, no staff, 

zero online presence, presumably will take over MDM's publishing 

activity from Trumpet. 
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Successful business woman? Or bankrupt and unemployed? 
 

The comings and goings of short-lived companies has characterized 

Mary Carberry’s professional life for fifteen years, long before her first 

talking-Jesus-picture experience. During that time the Irish ‘seer’ - 

who promotes herself as a “successful business woman” - has co-

owned eleven companies with her daughter Sarah or husband John. 

All but the current business has failed. Marketing Ambition 

[dissolved January 2012] and Ambition Awards [dissolved 2013] 

ended with judgments registered for bad debts. All were delinquent in 

filing required annual returns. 

Mary Carberry’s business ‘success’ was not enough to keep up with 

monthly house payments. In December 2009, while still a “high flier” 

and agnostic, and a year away from her first celestial encounter, the 

Building Society in upscale Malahide near Dublin sought to repossess 

her home. John and Mary Carberry were $67,000 behind on 

payments on their $1.4 million residence. Somehow they found “legal 

ways” – words later written by German business partner Roth – to 

satisfy the debt.38 

In October 2014 Carberry filed paperwork as director of Future Media 

with her daughter Sarah to change her personal address from her 

Malahide home to Pembroke Street in Dublin, an address previously 

used by "McGovern PR." Yes, 

another 'mail drop.' Also in 

October, to further disassociate 

the name "Mary 

McGovern/Carberry" from her 

Malahide address and her 

marketing/public relations 

background, a number of new identities for a fictitious woman with 

the same name - "Mary McGovern/Carberry" - were created, 

simultaneously identified on nearly 20 different social media sites as 

a Harvard University law student,39 a nutrition student at Doncaster 

University, and a 20-year check-out clerk at a California grocery store 

chain--all using the same photo! -- "I put groceries through the tills 

and help customers pack." From Tumblr, with Carberry's 

characteristic missing apostrophes and lower case "i": [stet] 
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"Im Mary McGovern, aka Mary Carberry, aka Mary McGovern 

Carberry. Im a Law Student of Harvard University and i thought I 

would create an About.me page..."  

Carelessly, the websites are "tagged" with the words "Maria Divine 

Mercy." Tags, normally hidden from view, allow online search engines 

to target websites that match certain search words. In this case, a 

search for "Maria Divine Mercy" will first scan for websites tagged 

with that name. Were these sites created as a joke by a freelance 

MDM admirer? Or were they a deliberate attempt by Carberry herself 

to confound the path to the true identity of the Malahide Madame?   

Carberry may be unemployed. Her “award-winning” business, 

McGovern PR - started in December 1988 when she was 32 - was 

"liquidated" in May 1999 after 12 years of business. "McGovern PR" 

later became a “traded as” name under Ambition Awards that closed 

in 2013. In a May 2012 article in Business and Leadership McGovern 

PR claims to do business with a "sister agency Future Media."40 At the 

same time Maria Divine Mercy warns of any-day-now apocalyptic 

events, Mary McGovern issues a news story promoting "video 

production covering fashion, food, health, sport and public awareness 

content."41 

In November 2014, Future Media filed its annual report for the 

previous year showing three times more debt than assets. [As of 

December 2014 the annual report for Trumpet Publishing, publishers 

of "The Book of Truth," was a year overdue. Trumpet has never 

provided a statement of earnings. Where is book sale revenue 

reported?] 

We know McGovern-Carberry is not hanging out at Eighty Twenty 

PR, a company she "founded" and "teamed with" in 2009, a year 

before her first supposed ‘Jesus’ communication. A representative of 

that company claims McGovern's relationship with Eighty Twenty 

ended the year it began.42 Her LinkedIn webpage – a social media site 

for business and government professionals where she posted a 20-

year-old photo of herself – has disappeared and re-appeared since 

disclosure of her MDM alter-ego in late 2013.  

The ‘angel’ and ‘last final prophet’ – titles claimed by Carberry – is 

associated with only one active company. She is co-director of Future 

Media Communications Limited, founded by daughter Sarah and an 
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older son, with Mary and Sarah as directors. The company claims on 

its website to be a digital marketing agency but dismisses online 

inquirers claiming that the site is being updated – “Check back with 

us soon.” Sarah’s real work with the company is maintaining a recipe-

trading forum at ilovecooking.ie. The most recent public filing says 

Mary owns 98 percent of the company.43 

The notion that the self-proclaimed ‘visionary’ gains credibility by 

claiming to be a successful business woman stands in contrast to her 

financial distress over 15 years and the maze of short-term businesses 

with questionable reporting and bad debts.  

 

LIST OF CARBERRY’S ‘DISSOLVED’ COMPANIES 
 

These are the companies co-owned by Mary Carberry with husband 

John or daughter Sarah, listed in order of dissolution dates. All were 

in debt and/or delinquent in filing required annual reports/financial 

statements. 

*McGovern PR and Marketing Limited incorporated December 

1988, Dissolved August 2001, January 1997 declared "insolvent" but 

hangs on for another 4 years, "liquidated" May 1999 after 12 years of 

business 

 

*Teetime Ltd – formed January 2000, dissolved June 2002, 2 years in 

business 

 

*CultureLink Ltd – formed January 2000, dissolved July 2005, 5 

years in business 

 

*Escape Overseas Ltd. – formed November 2000, dissolved July 

2005, 4 years in business 

 

*Marbella Property Investments Ltd – formed October 1999, 

dissolved December 2005, 6 years in business 

 

*Pivotal Marketing Limited – advertising agency co-owned by John 

and Mary, formed June 2005, dissolved April 2007, 2 years in business, 

no reported data, used home address as business address 
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*Qube Awards Ltd, formed 2009, dissolved February 2010, 1 year in 

business 

 

*Ambition Communications Group – formed July 2009, dissolved 

May 2012, 2 years in business 

 

*Marketing Ambition Ltd – formed March 2009, dissolved January 

2012, last annual return September 2010, 2 years in business, judgments 

registered for bad debts 

 

*Digital Training Academy Ireland Ltd – formed in 2010, dissolved 

January 2013, last annual return March 2011, 3 years in business 

 

*Ambition Awards Ltd – formed February 2008, dissolved October 

2013, traded as McGovern PR/Online PR, 5 years in business, creditors 

meeting Aug 2011, judgments registered for bad debts, declared insolvent 

 

*Carberry Dress Hire Ltd – formed 2009, “liquidated” August 2013, 

dissolved November 2013, four years in business, negative net worth of 

€4,900 
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The Australian Connection 

    "So I am definitely not the type you would expect to be receiving these 
messages.    

 --'Maria Divine Mercy,' Mother of God forum, June 2, 2011 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    MDM’s visions earned credibility early-on from contributions at 

her 'official' Facebook page written by Fr. Marie-Paul, who identified 

himself as a Catholic priest. He was literate, persuasive, and provided 

convincing theological support.   

But Fr. Marie-Paul would slip references to other 'messages' not so 

believable, tying MDM with prior visionaries including condemned 

deceased seer Veronica Leuken from Bayside, New York, and the 

Australian cultist William Kamm,44 63, who does business as “the 

Little Pebble.”  

Kamm served prison time for crimes against two underage girls and 

was not scheduled for release until October 2015.45 In early 

November 2014 he was "set free from jail," a year short of his full 10- 

year sentence. His surprise release made headlines in Australian 

press.46 

Kamm himself aggressively promotes MDM’s messages on his 

website, of which there is little else left, and on YouTube videos 
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through an intermediary, his ‘bishop’ Malcolm Broussard.47 Kamm 

claims he will be the last pope. 

Kamm-the-Pebble has a newer name, William Costellia, which may 

help establish a post-prison identity that separates him from the 

subject of the book "A Wolf Among the Sheep: Australian Cult Leader 

William Kamm" authored by Graeme Webber. Kamm’s messages 

remarkably paralleled the messages from Maria Divine Mercy. Grow 

your own food, money will be worthless, buy gold and silver, the end 

is near. 

 

Researchers discovered that Kamm’s ‘vocal’ priest - Fr. Marie-Paul - 

wasn't really a priest, but rather a member of the William “the 

Pebble” Kamm cult excommunicated from the Catholic Church by 

Australian Bishop Peter Ingham. When Facebook followers 

increasingly questioned his priestly status, the Canadian 

administrator of the 'official' MDM Facebook page, Jesus to Mankind 

- who later had a 'falling out' with MDM - sought advice directly from 

Maria Divine Mercy who spoke directly to Jesus who said the fake 

priest’s contribution was “important.” Maria emails, “[Fr. Marie-Paul] 

added great credibility to the messages. I was sad to see him go and I 

miss his posts.”48 

The fake priest - 'Marie-Paul' - promoted MDM messages under 

different names and different websites including Biblical False 

Prophet where he claimed Pope 

Francis is an ally of the end-

times anti-Christ. And that the 

anti-Christ is a stuttering 

American of East Indian 

ancestry who authors business 

books that address world 

hunger. He’s sure of this and claims an unidentified 'visionary' as his 

source. And Maria’s Jesus calls his contributions “important.”49 

 

In 2005, before his make-over as 'Fr. Marie-Paul Lasalette,' a ‘priest’ 

in William Kamm's schismatic Order of St. Charbel, the US-born 

Canadian resident used his real name, Bruce Sabalaskey, to write as a 

character witness for Kamm while his conviction was under appeal. 

His lengthy dissertation equated Kamm to the Biblical Patriarch 
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Joseph. On the title page he identified himself as "Webmaster for the 

Little Pebble Website Mirror, Chicago, Illinois."50 

 

Prison time may have cost Kamm his karma. Australia's Courier 

Mail51 reported in January 2011 that Kamm sought help from British 

medium Angela McGhee who appeared on the TV series Psychic 

Investigators. Kamm emailed McGhee asking, "When will I be 

released from prison...and when will I be fully vindicated?" 

 

McGhee reported the incident commenting, "I think he can get his 

own answers. If he was a seer he'd definitely know." She called 

Kamm's request "the equivalent of maybe Jack the Ripper in England 

writing to me." 

 

 

Unraveling the web  
 

The story of the future pope and convicted rapist 

William Kamm, whose heavenly messages pre-

visioned those of MDM, now takes an interesting 

and curious person-to-person journey to the 

House of Carberry. But to get there, we must go 

back to the confident 60-year-old who spoke at 

the Maria Divine Mercy workshops using the 

name 'Joseph Gabriel.' 

Breffni Cully, the retired dentist, business man and cycling enthusiast 

[“the flying dentist”], spoke excitedly at seminars promoting the 

visions of the Irish 'seer,' bringing with him the Jesus-picture that 

talks to the visionary. Prior to his MDM involvement, he engaged in a 

number of business ventures, including Pharmanex, a division of the 

multi-level marketing company Nu Skin. On various sites his name is 

spelled as Breifne, Breifni, Breffni, and Breffini. 

In 2007 he got into legal trouble. The Inishowen News of Donegal, 

Ireland, reported that Cully was involved in a “medical card scheme” 

that earned him $144,504. With all his relationships, personal and 

business, he invited only two friends to his Google+ page. His estate 

manager and Christine Lammermann. 
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Christine Lammermann is the former mother-in-law of the 
Little Pebble, William Kamm! Kamm-the-cultist has a relative 

who is a personal friend of a Carberry business partner. 

 

 

The Lammermann Link   
 

In 1991 Lammermann and daughter Bettina immigrated to Australia 

from Munich, Germany, to join the Little Pebble’s [Kamm’s] 

commune. At its peak, the order Kamm founded in 1983 had an 

estimated 100,000 followers. Bettina at 17 became Kamm’s “secret 

mystical wife” and “Queen of the Cult.” She gave birth to six of 

Kamm’s 16 children – from 8 ‘wives’ – before ‘divorcing’ him in 2006, 

a year into his prison term. Bettina, now 42, has moved far from the 

maddening crowd. Her mother remained in the commune for another 

seven years and, until recently, used its address on Koloona Drive, 

Cambewarra, New South Wales, for her internet marketing business. 

Christine Lammermann, an online marketing entrepreneur of natural 

health and other products, is also an organizer of the Catholic “Our 

Lady of Refuge” community inspired by German 'Bishop' Ralph 

Napierski who attempted to participate in the conclave to elect the 

current pope. Napierski, who occasionally poses with nude women 

and sexual devices, isn’t a real bishop; he just dresses as one.52 

In mid-November 2011 Maria Divine Mercy’s prophetic messages 

began to appear on Lammermann’s website with the same frequency 

as they appear at the 'official' MDM Website. But there is no 

attribution to MDM or reference or link to her site. At one point, 

Lammermann found it necessary to specifically deny claims she wrote 

the messages. In a comment she wrote on a blog Lammermann seems 

to admit to the authorship of one MDM prayer. In reference to prayer 

number 31 she comments, “I never thought anyone would like what I 

am writing."53 

We know from her radio interview, by her admission and accent, that 

the “Last Prophet” Maria Divine Mercy is an Irish business woman 

with children. But might she be getting a little help from her friends? 

Better yet, is this a brokered marketing scheme between an Australian 

cultist, an Irish businessman, and a marketing/PR consultant, all 

seeking to advance their own agendas?  
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He said, she said  

The value of particular pieces of information found on the trail 

leading to the identity of Maria Divine Mercy was not always 

apparent. As pieces gathered to form patterns the importance of clues 

found months ago might rise or diminish. 

Herzmariens, for example, Mary Carberry's partner in a Joe Coleman 

prayer group, had no value until the name was attached to Martin 

Roth, a translator and seller of MDM books, and Roth’s name rose in 

value when "Heinrich" Martin Roth was identified as a business 

partner of Breffni Cully in publishing MDM books. 

And so it was with Christine Lammermann who was ‘friended’ by the 

retired Irish dentist Breffni Cully on his Google+ page. This implies 

that Christine, who regularly posted MDM messages on her blog, in 

turn, knew Breffni Cully and his involvement promoting MDM 

messages. 

Research on her leads us to explore the doomsday cult leader William 

Kamm to whom Lammermann surrendered her 17-year-old daughter 

in ‘mystical’ marriage, and Kamm reminds us of ‘Marie-Paul,’ who 

provided theological defense for the early messages of Marie Divine 

Mercy before he was exposed as a fake-priest in Kamm’s cult.  

William Kamm’s value rises further from the discovery of 

correspondence he issued from his prison cell on 1 November 2013 

containing a new “message from Jesus.” It was sent through email by 

his fake 'bishop' Malcolm Broussard to a private group. 

This new message from Kamm’s 'Jesus' is remarkably identical in 

substance, phrasing and in particular use of terms and words to 

messages from MDM – “Billions will be saved!” In Kamm’s message 

'Jesus' refers twice to Maria Divine Mercy. “Remember what I told 

you through my prophet Maria Divine Mercy…Pray for Maria Divine 

Mercy, my Last Prophet.”  

 

In 1981 at age 32, before he transformed into “the Little Pebble,” 

Kamm frequented the Bayside, New York, 'apparition' site, kissing the 

girls and baring his chest. Canadian journalist Anne Cillis was there. 

She writes in “Bayside Backstage” [Archangel Press, 1986] that she 

told Kamm, “Morally speaking, you are a disaster…either you leave or 
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we will kick you out.” Cillis continues, “He then walked over to 
the door and put his hand on his hip in this sexy pose and 

said: ‘Well, I guess it’s time Australia got its own seer.’ ”54 
 

Kamm returned to Australia, began his sect as the Order of St. 

Charbel, and in June 2003 earned the condemnation of Bishop Peter 

William Ingham of Australia who issued a formal decree stating that 

Catholics who follow the ministry of the “so-called Order of St. 

Charbel, founded by William Kamm…place themselves outside the 

Catholic Church and are by that fact excommunicated.” 

 

Does Bishop Ingham’s excommunication implicitly apply to the 

repackaged Kamm in the form of Maria Divine Mercy? Why is Kamm 

so obvious in his support of MDM, even claiming that he, in return, is 

endorsed by her? Is Kamm communicating to MDM from prison 

through an intermediary?55 

Researchers have credible information that supports that contention.   

 

 

Email Interceptus  

A German researcher56 has obtained emails revealing secret ongoing 

communication between Australian cult leader William Kamm and 

Irish ‘visionary’ Maria Divine Mercy. The email exchange supports 

the notion that 'Maria' - Carberry - is under the influence or direction 

of the excommunicated Kamm. Researchers have original emails with 

full text. 

The emails are exchanged between Magdalena – leader of a German 
prayer group – Kamm’s 'bishop' Malcolm Broussard57, Broussard’s 

fake priest ‘Fr. Marie-Paul,’ and MDM [Carberry] email-

responding assistant Grace. 
 

There is no admission from Mary ‘MDM’ Carberry of direct 

communication with Kamm or his associates. She is forbidden by her 

‘spirits’ from supporting any other ‘visionary.’ There was, however, 

that curious email written by Carberry as 'MDM' supporting Kamm’s 

fake priest ‘Marie-Paul.’ As reported earlier, MDM claimed a message 

from 'Jesus' that 'Marie-Paul' is a "good man." 
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Below are the emails originating in Germany, written in English, 

exchanged between Oct. 31 and Nov. 5, 2013. They include an 

admission from ‘Fr. Marie-Paul’ – Sabalaskey – that he has ongoing 

secret contact with ‘Maria Divine Mercy.’ 

A leader of a German prayer group, Magdalena, emailed MDM’s 

assistant, Grace, regarding a claim from ‘the Little Pebble’ that MDM 

endorsed him as a prophet. Magdalena’s prayer group finds this odd 

as MDM has been forbidden by ‘Jesus’ from commenting on other 

visionaries. 

Grace responds: Maria is forbidden to speak of any other visionary 
true or false. She is not permitted to give anyone advice. This is not 

her role. 

Magdalena to Grace: If Maria Divine Mercy is forbidden to speak 
about other seers or visionaries, why does the Little Pebble say that 

Maria Divine Mercy believes him to be God’s Prophet? Is he lying? 

You can imagine that our prayer group is a bit confused. 

Grace: As I have already told you, Jesus would never permit Maria to 

speak about anyone, true or false. 

Magdalena writes Broussard, the Little Pebble’s ‘bishop:’ We are 
a prayer group in Germany. We believe in the Little Pebble and Maria 

Divine Mercy. The Little Pebble believes also in the messages of Maria 

Divine Mercy. At the moment we are confused. A letter from the Little 

Pebble claims that Maria Divine Mercy believes him to be God’s 

Prophet. We have contacted Maria’s assistance, Grace, who says 

Maria never said the Little Pebble is God’s Prophet. We are 

astonished to hear this. Is there any information that proves the 

opposite? 

Broussard: Greetings from Australia. I informed the Little 
Pebble of your email this morning. He wants me to assure you 

that he is in private contact with Maria Divine Mercy. She 
has also replied to me when I wrote to her on his behalf. She 
has also replied to one of our priests who also wrote to her 

on behalf of the Little Pebble. We hold this correspondence 
as confidential. She will neither confirm nor deny any reference to 
the Little Pebble because Our Lord requires that of her at this time. 

The person you refer to, Grace, is not privileged to the 
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information shared between the Little Pebble and Maria 
Divine Mercy. She will not speak of these details to 

Grace. Do not doubt. These two chosen souls are destined by God to 
work together for the salvation of souls. The Little Pebble told me that 

when he is out of prison he will make plans to visit all of you. 

Marie-Paul: Dear Magdalena, I am a priest of the Charbelite Order 
and was forwarded your message to Bishop Broussard about Maria 

Divine Mercy and the Little Pebble. I am the priest who is the 

contact with Maria Divine Mercy. I wish to confirm that I 
only speak directly with Maria Divine Mercy and not with 
her workers because the communication is 

confidential. Jesus has told Maria Divine Mercy that she is not 
allowed to comment whatsoever on any other of God’s Prophets or 

Seers. I do hope that this testimony will help remove your concerns. 

Magdalena to Broussard: We were all happy to get an answer 
from you. Some hours ago we received a message from Fr. Marie-

Paul. Our prayer group thinks Fr. Marie Paul is the spiritual leader of 

Maria Divine Mercy. We are a little disappointed with “Pope 

Franzikus” and believe what Maria Divine Mercy has revealed about 

him. Do you believe it possible in the future that the Little Pebble will 

become pope? 

Broussard: No, Fr. Marie-Paul is not her spiritual director. He is in 
another country, but they correspond. Today the Little Pebble said to 

tell you his Papacy is a mystery regarding himself and Pope Benedict 

XVI. It is the same papacy. It does not conflict with Maria Divine 

Mercy. He told me that when he is pope he will reign in Germany. 

Feel free to share this with your group. I assure you he will be the last 

pope of the Catholic Church. Prophecy is always mysterious and like a 

puzzle. Yes, what Our Lord and Our Lady have revealed about Francis 

as the anti-pope is true. He is gradually playing his role and making 

his moves. 

------------ 

Emails to Janice Williams, secretary to the Order of St. Charbel, 

seeking confirmation of these emails were ignored, though prior 

emails were traded. The big surprise in this exchange was ‘Marie-

Paul’s’ email admitting direct, private “confidential” communication 
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with Maria Divine Mercy. What is he sharing that must be secret? Is 

he the "Secret Prophet" referenced during the first month of 

'messages?'58 

 

Surprise Letter Reaches MidwayStreet 

To review, initial interest in Kamm began with the discovery that 
Maria Divine Mercy’s [Carberry's] official Facebook page was 
frequented by Kamm-follower "Fr. Marie-Paul" who provided 
convincing theological defense for the alleged visions. Facebook 
followers could not find "Marie-Paul" in any list of priests. Questions 
to him of his priestly status were ignored.   
 
MDM's Facebook followers claimed Marie-Paul was a follower of The 
Little Pebble and was ‘ordained’ in Pebble's - William Kamm's - 
Church-condemned Order of St. Charbel. When the administrator of 
the MDM Facebook page addressed the issue directly with MDM, she 
defended Marie-Paul and said Jesus said he was a good man. She 
would be sorry to see him leave. 
 
More exploration into Kamm revealed a path that led to Kamm's 
mother-in-law Christine Lammermann to Breffni Cully, Carberry’s 
Irish business partner. 
 
A German researcher sealed the relationship with a correspondence 
to Kamm's "bishop" Malcolm Broussard that included a surprise 
email from “Fr. Marie-Paul" who claimed secret ongoing contact with 
MDM, despite being expelled from her Facebook page.  
 
Now the letter from Kamm. 
 

In 2014 Kamm, assigned to 
kitchen duty during his 10-
year prison conviction, 
posted an online profile at 
Justice Action, an 
Australian organization 

that assists contact with prisoners through email.59   
 
Participating prisoners receive special email addresses. Staff at 
Justice Action review and print the incoming email and deliver it to 
the prisoner who, in turn, hand writes responses that Justice Action 
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reviews, scans, and attaches to email returned to the original writer. 
The author of this book, Saseen, emailed Kamm through Justice 

Action. On 8 July 2014 Kamm responded. The complete letter 
appears in the appendix.  
 
In response to questions from Saseen, Kamm uses a word not 
associated with Catholic visionaries: clairvoyants! Psychics, mediums, 
practitioners of black magic, tarot card readers might be called 
clairvoyant. Not seers or visionaries receiving messages from Heaven. 
In referencing himself, MDM, and others who have "mystical 
experience" he writes, "The world calls them clairvoyants." He mis-
writes “clairvoyance.” He claims, "I have worked with over 300 such 
mystics for over 40 years from all over the world." 
 
"I have known Maria Divine Mercy since 2011 [note: the year she first 
began posting messages] as I have a similar gift from God as she 
does....when I heard about Maria I asked Jesus. He told me she was 
sent by Him. I contacted her and Jesus told her I was like 
her." 
 
Kamm writes that Maria's messages are similar to his and sometimes 
identical on the same dates. This is no surprise as Kamm, or his 
agents, are suspected sources of the messages. "I believe her 100 
percent," writes Kamm. He signs his letter "William."  
 
[MDM's messages are also close-to-identical to those of another 
Australian 'seer,' Debra Geilesky, who began the Magnificat Meal 
Movement. The little-known 'visionary' also tells us the reign of the 
anti-Christ is beginning.60] 
 
Kamm's letter confirms in his own handwriting: 
 
1. He was aware of the MDM messages the year they began. 
2. He had personal contact with Mary Carberry. 

3. He agrees with our early-on observation that the 
‘messages’ were the same or similar to Kamm's. 
4. He endorses MDM's messages without exception. 
 
Kamm gave his return address as "Kamm 389834, Long-Bay Area 
3Wing14, Locked Bay 21, Matraville 2036." 
 
He did not respond to subsequent correspondence.   
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Martin Roth Speaks! 
 
  "Should you continue to blaspheme against Me, by declaring My 
Messages to be the work of the devil, then you will never be forgiven. 
For this is the greatest sin against God."    

  
--'Jesus' message to MDM, May 24, 2013 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   Who would have dreamed? The research into the identity of the 

invisible woman behind Maria Divine Mercy began with suspicions 

and conjectures. There were paths to nowhere made up by surprise 

discoveries. Could we know with absolute certainty that Mary 

McGovern-Carberry is Maria Divine Mercy? Would a key player ever 

confess his involvement in the scam? 

Among the unanticipated events was the picture of MDM seminar-

speaker 'Joseph Gabriel' matched with a photo of Breffni Cully, owner 

of the MDM businesses. There was the signature page in the Merdel 

Ltd Articles of Incorporation with Mary McGovern's signature as 

witness to the signatures of Breffni Cully and Heinrich Martin Roth, 

promoters of the visions of 'Maria Divine Mercy.' That placed Mary 

McGovern-Carberry in the same room with the characters that 

promoted and profited from the 'Maria Divine Mercy' scheme. 

There was the conversation with the leader of a German prayer group 

with William 'The Little Pebble' Kamm's 'bishop' Malcolm Broussard 

with participation from Bruce 'Marie-Paul' Sabalaskey admitting 
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secret ongoing communication with MDM. There was Kamm's 

handwritten letter admitting direct contact with 'Maria.' 

And then there was the undreamed gift that arrived on 4 February 

2014. Heinrich Martin Roth, German business partner of the 

‘visionary’ Maria Divine Mercy, posted a 30+ page ‘rant’ on his 

website responding to a flier distributed in Germany, Switzerland and 

Austria by priests, prayer groups, retreat centers and members of the 

Legion of Mary exposing the MDM fraud. 

The English-speaking research team should never have known what 

Roth did. He posted his 'rant' on his German website for a German 

audience. While defending ‘Maria Divine Mercy’ and attempting to 

support the authenticity of her ‘messages from Heaven,’ Roth 

provides embarrassing details exposing the ‘visionary’s’ identity and 

history. He admits: Ireland resident Mary Carberry is Maria 

Divine Mercy!61 

Roth's emotional tirade was triggered by four events: 1] A two-page 

flier edited by the Swiss group "Katholiken furr Papst und Kirche" - 

Catholics pro Pope and Church - that exposed the MDM fraud 

primarily using information authored by 2] Michael Hesemann62 

posted at the popular German Catholic website Kath.net. Roth also 

reacts to articles at 3] MidwayStreet.wordpress.com, the work of 

international researchers exploring the identity of the all-internet, all- 

anonymous ‘visionary.’ Roth ends his 'rant' attacking the 

condemnation of MDM by 4] Bishop Andreas Laun, Auxiliary Bishop of 

Salzburg, Austria. 

Between January and August 2014, 40,000 copies of the anti-MDM 

flier were distributed to the German-speaking countries by Catholic 

lay people, prayer groups, parishes, publishers and at pilgrimage 

sites. MDM followers countered by distributing their own flier they 

claim was written by Roth. Roth’s ‘rant’ is posted at two websites: his 

own and that of another German MDM supporter, Catholic-convert 

Jochen Roemer. 

Researchers first linked Mary Carberry to Martin Roth through his 

pen name "Herzmariens." Carberry and Herzmariens names appear 

together on 'psychic' Joe Coleman’s website as contacts for a prayer 

gathering. ‘Herzmariens’ was linked to a website promoting 

visionaries hosted by Roth.63 Later, “Heinrich” Martin Roth shows as 
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a business partner in government documents forming companies 

selling MDM books and medals. 

On Jan. 30, six days before posting his ‘rant’ at Herzmariens.de, Roth 

emailed his document to staff at German Catholic publishers Miriam-

Verlag, believing, in error, that the publisher originated the flier. 

Within days a German translator informed researchers of the 

document and summarized its content:  

To prove he does not benefit financially, Roth makes dangerous 

admissions. He says he only lent his name to the MDM companies to 

satisfy legal requirements to avoid paying taxes, as "items of 

devotion" are not taxed in Ireland. Roth and Cully are owners-of-

record of Trumpet and Merdel, but the companies really belong 
to Carberry, writes Roth. He and Cully do not gain 
financially – they only assume liability to satisfy financial claims.64 

He describes a summer 2013 gathering with Carberry and several of 

Roth’s friends. They witnessed Carberry speed-writing without error 

spontaneous answers to questions posed by members of the 

group. Mary correctly answered a particular question that a 

participant says was known only to her. 

Roth writes, quoting his friend: “And then I asked Mary if I could ask 

her a question about Jesus. She said ‘Yes’ and to my surprise went 

immediately to her place and picked up a picture of Jesus and a small 

notebook. I thought that she wanted to write down my question in 

order to give her answer to me at a later time. After I asked the 

question she (to my surprise) prayed over the picture of Jesus briefly, 

perhaps 10 seconds. Then she began to write. I sat next to her and 

watched as she, without hesitation and thought and with great speed, 

wrote this text without error……” 

 

Roth concludes that Mary’s ability to communicate with spirits in the 

form of automatic writing is necessarily from God. Still, Roth says 

Mary might make mistakes in hand-written transcription or in 

transferring the ‘messages’ to computer that result in confusion. This 

explains why some ‘messages’ are rewritten. 

Roth compares Carberry to St. Paul. He admits that he and Carberry 

were followers and promoters of psychic-reader Joe Coleman, who 

initially promoted Mary’s ‘visions.’ He believes the breakup with 
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Coleman was Coleman’s initiative. [Note: In June 2013 Coleman 

acknowledged that Mary Carberry is ‘Maria Divine Mercy.’ He wrote: 

“I pray for her [Carberry] that she will turn back to God. The devil 

works in many ways to deceive people and keep them from the 

truth…”] 

Roth continues: Two people from Germany who met “Mary” in July 

2012 confirm she is a business woman and "business women do not 

invent messages from Heaven." Roth admits that Carberry had 

financial troubles, but he says she found “legal” ways to satisfy her 

debt. Carberry, an angel and prophet, still knows little about religion. 

He writes, Mary does not understand the messages any better 

than anyone else. That is why she must not give 
explanations; She could never invent such messages, neither the 
quantity nor the depth. 

Roth confirms that his business partner Breffni Cully and ‘Joseph 

Gabriel’ are the same person. Roth writes that Cully is not concealing 

his identity as his real name is Breffni Joseph Gabriel Cully! 

 

Roth believes attacks on him and Carberry are signs of authenticity 

proving the messages are truly divine. He knows nothing of any link 

between Carberry and the Australian criminal cultist William “The 

Little Pebble” Kamm. Roth denies Carberry’s ‘messages’ contain 

threatening content, but, he says, like the Gospels, some people are 

afraid of topics such as hell and purgatory. He claims there is no 

message threatening those who do not believe them. 

While claiming Mary has been slandered, there is nothing at 

MidwayStreet, the Hesemann article, or the printed flier that Roth 

contradicts or denies. He says MDM attackers lack love. He asks, how 

can a woman of Mary’s background, lack of religious training, and 

absence of devotion, possibly make up a thousand visions and a 

hundred prayers? They must be from God! 

Roth does not consider that there may be darker forces at play. 

On 19 February 2014, the day after Roth's 'Rant" was exposed at 
MidwayStreet, he wrote on his German website: “[My] 

statement…concerning the attacks on this mission…[were]… misused 

to twist my words, to distort, and to use against "The Book of Truth" 
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and against Mary. I will not post any more statements about [the 
content of the flier] on our websites.”   

 

Oddly, Roth then added the MidwayStreet website address –

midwaystreet.wordpress.com/updates. He follows with this: 

 

“Urgent Appeal: MDM urgently asks us and especially all prayer 
groups to pray for this mission as satan massively acts against the 

messages..." 

 

–REFERENCED LINKS– 

 
Files available at MidwayStreet.Wordpress.com 

 

•Kath.net article on Roth, the cancer cure, and the “SM” medal 

•Flier by Catholics Pro Pope and Church, translated from German,   

Jan 2014 

•Original Roth ‘Rant’ document posted by Jochen Roemer 

•Google English translation of Roth’s ‘Rant‘ 

•Flier by Catholics Pro Pope and Church, original German, referenced 

by Roth 

•German language article by Michael Hesemann exposing MDM, 

Nov. 25, 2013 
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The final 'say' 

 

   "The only place you will find the Truth is in the Most Holy Bible and 
in My Holy Word given to you through these Messages."    

--Message from 'Jesus' to MDM, June 25, 2013 

    "For those who ignore the Messages...there will be screaming and 

gnashing of teeth...You may feel no shame now...in time the damage you 

do to this, My last Mission on earth...will bring you terrible fear and 

sorrow."      

-- 'Jesus’ to MDM, March 6, 2013 

 

 

 

Dublin Bishop condemns ‘visions’  

of ‘Maria Divine Mercy’ 

    On 16 April 2014, Easter Week, after persistent worldwide 

inquiries, the Catholic bishop of the Archdiocese of Dublin, Diarmuid 

Martin, released a statement condemning the messages of “Maria 

Divine Mercy." It is a rule of the Church that the presiding bishop 

over a claimant to visions is the authority to determine their 

authenticity. Bishop Martin became the seventh Catholic bishop to 

condemn the ‘seer,' along with the Conference of Slovakian Bishops. 

This was a major set-back for the MDM enterprise. By continuing to 

disseminate her ‘messages,’ Carberry dismisses the authority of her 

bishop and her Church essentially forming a cult with the former 
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head of the McGovern PR/Marketing Agency as its only authority. 

Will MDM followers understand the implication of continuing to 

follow these ‘messages?’ 

By his statement, the Dublin bishop is admitting to substantial 

knowledge that ‘Maria Divine Mercy’ is a member of his diocese, 

narrowing the search for the woman-in-hiding who has never 

admitted her true identity. In fact, Mary Carberry is a registered 

member of St. Sylvester’s Parish in Malahide where her grandchild 

was baptized and her daughter was married. The pastor of St. 

Sylvester’s has refused to respond to inquiries of Carberry’s active 

status. 

This is the Bishop’s statement, published 16 April 2014:65 

Statement of Archdiocese of Dublin 
On the Alleged Visionary 
"Maria Divine Mercy" 

 

Requests for clarification have been coming to the Archdiocese of 

Dublin concerning the authenticity of alleged visions and messages 

received by a person who calls herself “Maria Divine Mercy” and who 

may live in the Archdiocese of Dublin. 

 

Archbishop Diarmuid Martin wishes to state that these messages and 

alleged visions have no ecclesiastical approval and many of the 
texts are in contradiction with Catholic theology. 

 

These messages should not be promoted or made use of within 
Catholic Church associations. 

 

A few weeks after Archbishop Diarmuid Martin's statement, the 

weekly Wanderer, the oldest US Catholic publication, reported, "The 

'seer' has been exposed as Dublin resident Mary Carberry."66
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Major Theological Defender Abandons Ship  
 

Within hours of release of the bishop’s statement, recognizing the 

significance of the condemnation, Dr. Kelly Bowring, Carberry’s chief 

theological supporter, published an announcement on his web page 

withdrawing his book that claimed the messages of ‘Maria Divine 

Mercy’ were “plausible.” 

A representative of Bowring writes,  

“On Wednesday of Holy Week 2014, the Archdiocese of Dublin 

issued a statement on its website on the writings of the alleged 

visionary Maria Divine Mercy (MDM) stating that the Archbishop 

wishes to state that ‘these messages should not be promoted or 

made use of.’ In compliance with this statement, Two Hearts Press 

and Dr. Bowring will no longer be selling the book, ‘The 

Great Battle,’ which had made use of MDM as a source.”67 

Mary Carberry does not rest in peace. She continues to publish 

'messages' from 'Jesus,' disregarding her bishop's directive that the 

messages not be promoted.   

With the Bishop's statement, those who continue to follow the fake 

'visionary' place themselves outside the Church as adherents of a non-

Catholic cult. MDMers might say, the 'remnant church.' 
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Bishop's on MDM 

 
These are the published warnings and condemnations of several 
Catholic bishops in different parts of the world who have read the 
messages of Maria Divine Mercy. This list was provided by 
MariaDivineMercyTrueOrFalse.blogspot.com 
 
•Bishop Richard. J. Malone, apostolic administrator for the Diocese 
of Portland issued a letter forbidding dissemination of MDM messages 
in the Diocese.  
 
•Archbishop Mark Coleridge of Brisbane wrote a letter to the 
faithful of his Archdiocese that upon examination he has found the 
messages to be fraudulent and corrosive of the Christian faith.  
 
•Archbishop Denis J. Hart of Melbourne informed the faithful that 
MDM messages and related matters do not have the approval of the 
Church, and their dissemination is to be discontinued, and any message 
or leaflets are to be disposed of in his Archdiocese.  
 
•Slovakian Conference of Bishops found the messages to be 
heretical and issued a warning to the faithful to stay away from the 
messages.  
 
•Bishop Andreas Laun, Auxiliary Bishop of Salzburg, Austria, 
warned Catholics against MDM messages in Kath.net news.  
 
•Bishop Ronald P. Fabbro of London Diocese, Canada, issued a 
letter to priests warning against MDM. The letter was not meant to be 
published. The contents were posted at an online forum. We have 
confirmation of its authenticity.  
 
•Bishop Greg O’Kelly SJ warns against cults within the Catholic 
Church and mentions MDM as one alongside the Little Pebble or Debra 
from Magnificent Meal Movement.  
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Are we there yet? 

 

Mary Carberry's 'imminent' end-time messages may extend far into 

the future.  The seers of Necedah, Wisconsin, and later Bayside, New 

York, each reported visions for 20 years, as did Ireland’s publicly-

shamed Christina Gallagher. All Church-condemned. There 

are hundreds of others. Followers speak of the promotion of Catholic 

devotions, the emphasis on prayer, fasting, penance, recitation of the 

Rosary and the Divine Mercy Chaplet. There are 170 MDM prayers 

that form a Crusade of Prayer that circles the world. And it’s only four 

years old! Jesus’ work? Or another diabolical trick to deceive faithful 

and sincere Christ-followers? There is honey in the trap. 

 

The financial stress the Carberrys endured evidenced by the threat of 

the loss of their home and resulting social and business 

embarrassment established an emotional foundation that may have 

pushed Carberry to seek spiritual comfort. Her association with Joe 

Coleman possibly suggested her own transcendental project. Or was 

this a calculated scam from the beginning, as we suggest?   

She had in-family talent and knowledge to market to a world starved 

for spiritual clarity. And she could do it better than the 

"unremarkable housewife" Christina Gallagher.   

Perhaps Carberry or Joe Coleman or other 'seers' do not set out 

initially to deceive. The sincerity in the eyes of Coleman kneeling in 

prayer wins hearts.  The prayers and messages from those behind the 

curtain of Maria Divine Mercy capture minds and souls. But we know 

the devil will embrace his enemies and betray his friends in the grand 

exercise of wickedness and entrapment. 

Carberry is inside a game from which she cannot escape. She must 

never admit or hint to anyone that MDM is an invention of her 

creative mind, with possible assistance from conjured spirits and 

close family allies. The government of Ireland will accept 'visionary' 

claims and make tax-exempt "articles of devotion" - as pointed out by 

Roth, but it will not accept fraud - conspiring to deceive for financial 

gain. The hint of deception will destroy whatever is financially 

keeping Carberry and members of her family in their Malahide home. 

Is there prison time ahead for those who knowingly perpetuated this 

scam on eager-to-believe Catholics? Likely, Carberry and her 
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associates will go to their graves claiming that these messages are 

authentic. Outside confession, there's no safe way out. 

We are told that in the end even the elect will be deceived. The time is 

ripe with befuddlement and desperate for leadership. There were so 

many clues in the MDM messages that confirm fraud. Contradictions. 

Harsh language. Even problems with sentence structure and 

punctuation! Forget theological arguments: We live in an age 

dispossessed of doctrinal allegiance – at the highest levels!   

Ultimately, it was the person of Mary Carberry that spoke to deceit. 

This story extends beyond the pages of this short book. As I write, the 
Catholic Church-condemned 'seer' continues to report messages from 
'Jesus.'  
 
Our work continues. We are watchful. 
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TIMELINE 

 

2004 

9 September 5 

Breffni Cully identified in a newspaper 

article exposing dentists taking 

advantage of the General Medical 

Services Board and making money 

through numerous health boards. 

 

2007 

� Winter 

Breffni (Brefini, Breifne, Breifni) Cully 

sells his dental practice.  

 

� July 16  

Breffni is caught in a family feud when 

attempting to purchase a property in 

Binalt, Inch Island. 

 

9 September 

 Breffni and brother Sean Cully 

advertise a multi-level marketing 

business, Pharmanex. He claims to have 

a machine that tracks potential for 

cancer.   

 

� October 23  

Inishowen News identifies Cully among 

dentists and pharmacists participating 

in a medical card scheme.  

 

� November 8  

Joe Coleman receives a message from 

the 'Virgin Mary' who morphed into her 

son and then Padre Pio at the shrine in 

Kerrytown, Ireland.  

 

2008 

9 October/November 

John and Mary Carberry stop making 

house payments. 

 

9 Breffni Cully retires from dentistry 

 

2009 

� April 10 

Good Friday, Joe Coleman and co-

psychic Keith Henderson go to 

Medjugorje and have visions.  

 

� April 16 

An article in the Independent announces 

Mary McGovern's new PR venture 

called Eighty Twenty PR that Mary will 

run.  Four years later a company 

representative said Eighty Twenty PR 

ended its relationship with McGovern 

the year it began.   

 

� October 11 

Hysteria caused by Joe Coleman at 

Knock Shrine. The 'Virgin Mary' tells 

Joe she will appear there on 31 October 

at 3 p.m.68  

 

� October 30 

Sarah Carberry and Niall Woods set 

up Carberry Dress Hire LTD trading as 

"Secret Chic." 
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� October 31 

Hysteria and stampede at Knock Shrine. 

Joe shakes shrine manager Pat LaVelle 

as Mary "Egan" looks on and laughs.  

 

9 October through the next year 

Mary visits a hospital chapel and claims 

to see saints popping out of statues. 

 

� November 9 

Joe Coleman on RTE radio show 

hosted by Joe Duffy, arranged by PR girl 

Mary McGovern-Egan. Duffy, an old 

friend or acquaintance of Joe Coleman, 

asks soft questions. Knock Shrine 

manager calls the show to refute 

Coleman's claim that there was a 

supernatural happening on Oct. 31. 

Despite that Joe said he takes no money 

for his spiritual healings, a caller was 

charged 40 Euros for a psychic reading. 

 

� December 8 

Mary and John Carberry are reported 

in mortgage arrears and go to court. The 

judge defers the case until January 

2010.  

 

� December 18 

Mary is featured in "Business & 

Leadership Journal" for her PR skills as 

she describes how her editorial content 

delivers "stickiness" that engages 

readers in issues they care about  

 

2010 

� January 

Mary Carberry is still living in her 

Malahide home. How are they paying 

their mortgage? 

� March 3 

Keith Henderson, co-psychic with 

Joe Coleman, dies in a tragic car 

crash. 

 

� May 21 

Joe Coleman appears on television on 

the Late Late Show with the help of 

Mary McGovern-Egan’s PR skills.  

 

� June 8 

Sometime before this date "Maria 

Divine Mercy" Facebook page is 

created. No content. This is five months 

before the appearance of 'Jesus' who 

assigns the name to Carberry.  

 

� August 9 

Mary and John Carberry, still a 

‘couple,’ are in a group photo from a 

retirement planning seminar   

 

� August 

Together Joe Coleman and Mary 

Carberry travel to Medjugorje, 

Bosnia/Herzegovina. Joe receives a 

message from heaven. An observer 

claims Mary and Joe were drinking and 

smoking together while there.    

 

� November 1 

A commenter on Ron Conte's blog 

claims she is the "second visionary" with 

Joe Coleman. Her name is Mary, but 

she can't reveal her last name. The only 

other visionary associated with Joe was 

Keith Henderson who died in March.   
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� November 3 

Sarah Carberry's business "Secret 

Chic" is featured in an article on 

Herald.ie. 

 

� November 8 

Mary Carberry receives her first 

message from ‘heaven’ at 3 a.m. from a 

talking picture after a year of seeing 

saints popping out of statues. She makes 

no mention of any reaction from her 

husband John. 

 

� November 9 

Sarah Carberry is featured in an 

interview on Herald.ie where she says, 

"I’m still living beside the sea. I live 

there with my boyfriend and our two-

and-a-half-year-old daughter." 

 

� November 12 

 "Jesus" tells MDM to publish a book of 

his messages, also adding to do this with 

the "secret prophet." "My daughter, you 

can publish this ‘in conversation with 

the secret prophet.’ It is okay to do this." 

No further reference is made to the 

‘secret prophet.'  

 

2011 

� Feb 25 

Four months after the first ‘Jesus” 

message, thewarningsecondcoming 

domain name is registered to post 

messages. Registrant name: Secret 

Prophet 

 

 

 

 

� March 4 

Future Media is set up with Mary 

McGovern and Sarah Carberry as 

directors 

 

� March 7 

‘MDM’s’ slick website of messages, 

thewarningsecondcoming, goes ‘live.’ 

Messages are backdated four months to 

November 2010, the month that “Mary” 

wrote Ron Conte of Reproach of Christ 

claiming she was the second visionary to 

Joe Coleman.   

 

� May 26 

The Irish Gazette publishes an interview 

of Sarah Carberry in which she says 

she drives a Mercedes, loves Cosmos, 

goes clothes shopping regularly, owns 

about 20 pairs of shoes most of which 

she doesn't wear, and does Hot Yoga.  

 

� June 27 

Jesus To Mankind website of messages 

joins Facebook. In 2014 researchers will 

discover that the site’s “likes” were 

purchased largely from Ho Chi Minh 

City, Vietnam.  Early contributor to the 

Facebook page was “Fr. Marie-Paul” 

later discovered to be a fake priest, now 

“bishop” in the Church-condemned 

order founded by convicted pedophile 

William Kamm.  

 

� July 28 

‘MDM’ publishes a message from ‘Jesus’ 

in which he says she is going to undergo 

a difficult time and will be a “victim 

soul” to save other souls. As a victim 

soul she is asked to undergo an 
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unnecessary amputation of her breasts, 

even though ‘Jesus’ has cured her of 

cancer.  Mary makes no mention of this 

in a radio interview later in the year but 

Breffni Cully as 'Joseph Gabriel' 

includes this event in his seminars.   

 

� August 17 

Sarah and Mary's company 

"Ambition Awards" is dissolved. 

 

9 October 

Mary Carberry as ‘MDM’ does a U.S. 

radio interview to promote her website.  

Within weeks she was asking, through 

Facebook agents, that followers make no 

mention or link to the interview.    

 

2012 

�  February/March 

First printing of Book of Truth 

published by Coma Books. Books are 

printed individually “on demand” after 

payment is received.  

 

� June 6 

Four months after first book printings, 

Trumpet Publishing [doing business as 

Coma Books] is set up with Breffni 

Cully and Sarah Carberry as 

owners/directors.  Later, German 

resident Heinrich Martin Roth 

assumes Sarah’s majority interest. 

 

2013 

� February 

Breffni Cully posing as ‘Joseph 

Gabriel’ conducts MDM seminar in 

Australia 

 

 

� September 19 

'Joseph Gabriel' conducts Eastern 

Canadian Seminar 

 

9 October 

‘Joseph Gabriel’ goes on a Book of 

Truth Seminar tour that includes 

Chicago where he is photographed and 

picture-matched as Breffni Cully who 

has a financial ownership in the MDM 

enterprise. 

 

� November  

Trumpet Publishes changes its status to 

include "May Trade As Coma Books." 

 

� November 9 

Carberry Dress Hire, Sarah and live-in 

boyfriend Niall Woods’s business is 

dissolved. 

 

� December 18 

Irish company Merdel Limited is set up 

with Breffni Cully and Heinrich Martin 

Roth as directors/owners, to sell 

“religious articles” including “medals.” It 

remains stagnant and dissolves, later 

replaced by UK-based Unico/Salvido.  

 

2014 

�February 4 

Heinrich Martin Roth, German business 

partner of the ‘visionary’ Maria Divine 

Mercy, posted a 30-page ‘rant’ on his 

website reacting to an anti-MDM flier 

distributed in Germany, Switzerland and 

Austria. He confirms identify of MDM as 

Mary Carberry. 
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� March 24 

Salvido web site claims exclusive rights 

to sell MDM religious articles replacing 

Salus Gifts.  

 

� April 8 

German resident Heinrich Martin 

Roth incorporates Icon House 

Publishing Limited, Suite A 6 Honduras 

Street, London [a mail drop] 

presumably to replace the Ireland-based 

Trumpet Publishing. Roth is sole 

owner/director and claims a false 

London address. 

 

� April 16 

Heinrich Martin Roth sets up UK-

based company Unico Distribution 

Limited dba Salvido replacing Ireland-

based Merdel Ltd., again falsely 

claiming a London residence.    

 

� May 31 

Sarah marries her live-in boyfriend and 

father of their 4-year-old daughter, at St. 

Sylvester's Catholic Church in Malahide.  

 

� August 30 

Seminar in France. Unknown if Breffni 

Cully conducts.  

 

� September 10 

Merdel is officially dissolved.   

 

� October/November 

Carberry--or an ally--creates nearly 20 

new social media websites with a false 

photo and conflicting IDs. To assist 

searches, sites are tagged "Maria Divine 

Mercy." 

 

� November 14 

Sarah Carberry is photographed with 

her mother at the Lidl Christmas 

Launch in Dublin. 

 

9 November 18 

"The Little Pebble" William Kamm is 

released from prison a year before his 

10-year term expires. Refers to MDM as 

his "Little Sister." Claims he will be the 

next pope.  
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APPENDIX 

Dialogue Ireland article 

Dialogue Ireland is an important website devoted to exposing Irish cults. 
On July 25, 2014, the website posted this article by Saseen: 
----------------------------------- 
Maria Divine Mercy: secret identity of ‘anonymous’ internet visionary 
revealed to be Dublin PR woman - by Mark Saseen 
Posted July 25, 2014 
 
Since her first claimed visit by the Virgin Mary and Jesus in November 
2010, a woman who only identifies herself as “Maria Divine Mercy,” a 
“European business woman with children,” has gathered a following 
claimed to be in the millions. She may be the first totally unknown and 
totally internet ‘visionary’ to find her way into the minds and hearts of 
followers worldwide. 
 
Her supporters claim her website that went online in March 2011 has 
exceeded 1.3 billion visits. A Swiss priest claims more than half German-
speaking Swiss ‘have had some contact’ with her. A Nigerian pleads in 
Facebook postings for someone to address Maria’s millions of followers 
in her country, and rogue priests in the Philippines write in her defense. 
She is dividing families as she gathers her lot into a fragment church 
conditioned to dismiss the authority of the Catholic Church.  
 
Five Catholic bishops have condemned her writings as heretical to church 
teaching. In April the Archdiocese of Dublin, Diarmuid Martin, put a stop 
to any notion that the ‘seer’ had any church standing. And that was the 
condemnation that matters. The archbishop was aware that the 
anonymous ‘seer’ was a resident of his diocese in the parish of St. 
Sylvester in the town of Malahide. 
 
In November 2011, the website Reproach of Christ claimed the seer was 
Mary McGovern, a public relations/marketing business owner in Dublin. 
A week later MidwayStreet.Wordpress.com published a lengthy article on 
Mary McGovern as the secret behind Maria Divine Mercy. The site 
continues to publish new discoveries of her business and background. 
 
The MidwayStreet article is the work of a team on international 
researchers who worked for more than a year to discover the ‘seer’s’ 
identity. While previous online discussion focused on the theology of the 
seer’s messages, MidwayStreet believed disclosures of her identity were a 
key to her authenticity. 
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http://midwaystreet.wordpress.com/updates/ 
 
Conclusion: fraud. Motivation: unknown. Surely, there was money to be 
made through the sale of “religious” trinkets associated with the claimed 
visions. 
 
Although researchers had enough information to identify Mary 
McGovern – married name Carberry – as the ‘seer’s’ identity, a surprise 
February document by McGovern-Carberry’s German business associate 
Heinrich Martin Roth closed the case. 
 
Written in German and posted on his website Herzmariens, Roth went 
on a 30-page tirade defending Mary Carberry against the charges made 
against her. Ironically, he provided researchers further confirmation of 
their claims. Roth and retired Irish dentist Breffni Cully are business 
partners of two Ireland-based companies associated with the visionary. 
Roth claimed that he did not benefit from income from the businesses 
that published four books related to Carberry’s ‘visions’ and “Mother of 
Salvation” medals. He said “Mary” was the “real owner.” 
 
Defending Carberry as a true visionary incapable of faking the ‘messages,’ 
Roth wrote of German friends who visited Mary at her home. In the 
manner of automatic writing, Mary was able to write out answers to 
questions posed by the visitors that only the visitors would know. 
 
An early indicator of the fraud was the identity of the ‘visionary’s’ 
spokesperson who has traveled to Australia, Canada, US and European 
countries promoting “Maria Divine Mercy.” Though using the name 
Joseph Gabriel, a photo of the speaker taken at a Chicago seminar 
matched that of Carberry’s business partner Breffni Cully taken at an 
Ireland wedding. In both he is wearing the same tie! 
 
Mary Carberry made a tactical error in late 2011, about a year after her 
claimed first visits by Jesus and his mother Mary. She gave an interview 
to a US radio station. The administrator of MiraculousRosary.com posted 
a transcript. Within months of the broadcast, “Maria,” through her 
Facebook agents, was encouraging followers to ignore the interview and 
not reference or link to it. 
 
The story goes on and is detailed at MidwayStreet. There was the claim of 
the miraculous cancer cure – that never was. The claim of having visited 
12 priests – that do not exist. The claim that her anonymity is important 
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to protect her children – who are all adults. It is a bizarre collection of 
vision-stuff gathered from many other sources and mixed with current 
events and end-time fears. And the who-would-believe-it connection with 
the convicted Australian pedophile William Kamm. 
 
Good people have been scammed and hurt, and more good people 
continue to follow the visionary-du-jour, separating themselves from 
family and friends who remain unbelievers in the “last prophet of all 
time.” 
 
Although a weekly US Catholic newspaper has connected Mary Carberry 
with Maria Divine Mercy, no major media has exposed her. It is a time 
bomb. The Carberry moment of glory will end soon. 
 
Almost forgot to mention: Many readers may be familiar with a neighbor 
of Mary Carberry’s in the small community of Malahide: Christina 
Gallagher. 
 
Mark Saseen 
July 2014 
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Letter from "Mary" to Ron Conte, Reproach of Christ, 
1 November 2010 
http://www.catholicplanet.com/apparitions/pdf/Knock-email.pdf 
[With 'Mary's' typing errors.] 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Ron I read a piece you wrote about Garabandal and other predictions  
relating to the Second Coming and felt you should be aware of the 
messages that Joe Coleman the visionary, mystic and seer that he is has 
been receiving since August 2009.  
 
I am the second visionary. We both see Our Lady as well as her beloved 
son Jesus Christ. I also see a nun during the apparitions which I have 
been led to believe is Sister Faustina the Polish nun who are given a 
prayer of the Divine Mercy to prepare the world for the Second Coming 
back in the 1930's. Visions of St Philomena and St Bernadette have also 
occurred from time to time. They are becoming more pronounced and 
more frequent in recent weeks.  
 
Neither of us knew each other in advance and come from different types 
of backgrounds and education. One this for sure is that the apparitions 
not only happened but many of them were witnessed by quite a few 
people. We receive messages every month. From the beginning Our Lady 
asked that we publish them. Joe has gone public - I manage the website 
but have not gone public because I don't have the courage to tell you the 
truth. Nor could I put my family through what Joe's family had to endure 
when he went public.  
 
The Catholic Church have banned us from Knock in Co Mayo where the 
sun began to spin and shake in the sky after each apparition predicted in  
advance.  
 
Neither of us have ever read the Bible (because as Catholics for some  
reason it is not taught in schools - yes this is true). Yet the messages  
received all relate to biblical prophecies which did not make sense in the  
beginning. but now, of course, they do.  
 
Either way after a very tough year in which our lives have been turned  
upside down and inside out - ridiculed, laughed at, mocked and banned 
along with all the genuine believers from entering the Catholic Church in 
the grotto at Knock, the messages, are of huge significance for the world 
as the Second Coming of Christ is about to take place. No date has been  
given nor will it Our Lady says. But the time is very close now.  
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We have been given YEARS but not dates regarding the Second Coming.  
 
The Tribulation has already started. The second half starts at the end of  
2012/beginning of 2013 and will last four years until 2016. The 'Trinity  
Years' as the period was referred to by the Holy Spirit will last from  
2013-2018 the sign of the beast 666. The first six relates to the one  
world economy. The second six relates to a new world leader - the  
anti-Christ and the last six relates to the abolition of all religions  
into one new false religion. Reference was also made to the lifting up  
into the clouds but it was not clear. It seems to refer to the year 2013  
but we are not sure.  
 
Visions have also been given to Joe about future events, places, cities,  
and islands which will all be destroyed. In your writing you have been  
accurate in one you predicted but we have not gone public with those 
visions because they would cause tremendous distress to people.  
 
Global earthquakes, disasters and turmoil are unfortunately going to  
affect many many countries. GOD HELP US ALL. It is up to all believers 
to pray extremely hard for the unbelievers if they are to be saved.  
 
We pray every day that we can spread the truth of the messages which 
are authentic. we have nothing to gain financially or otherwise from these  
messages. keep checking our site for more messages. the next apparition  
is on Sat. 6th November 2010. www.knockapparitions.com  
 
Mary (cant give you my surname unfortunately) 
---------------------- 
NOTE: 

Conte did not know the value of this communication until three years later - to 

the day - when he posted the name and address of the woman behind the 

'visionary' who claimed the name Maria Divine Mercy. This is Carberry's first 

written statement claiming communication with Heaven. It seems she never 

expected this letter to reach the public. It was written as a defense of Joe 

Coleman. But Coleman does not support Carberry's claim to vision-power. He 

emailed a research team member regarding Carberry's claims, "The devil works 

in many ways to deceive people and keep them from the truth." Carberry also 

writes in the Conte letter that she too has had 'visions.' But at the time of this 

letter, Carberry's 'visions' had not yet begun, according to the 'official' story in the 

introduction to "The Book of Truth." 
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Introduction to "The Book of Truth" -- Vol. 1, 2012 
Official history of the beginning of the messages 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

It was 3am on November 9th 2010 when Maria woke up suddenly. No 
sooner had she looked at the time, glowing in red from the digital clock 
beside her bed, did she became aware that her body felt different. She felt 
weightless and experienced a sizzling sensation in her stomach which 
seemed to travel all the way to her feet touching every nerve and every 
muscle. 
 
Then switching on the bedside lamp a series of powerful emotions, both 
physical and spiritual, surged like an electrical current throughout her 
entire body. Confused and overwhelmed she sat up. She was immediately 
drawn to a picture of Jesus on the locker beside her bed. 
 
The face in the image began to change. It became lifelike. To her 
amazement the image of Jesus smiled at her and His lips began to move 
as if he was speaking.  His face was animated, with various expressions of 
tenderness, concern and compassion infused throughout the image. 
Although she could not hear His voice she knew, instinctively, that He 
wanted to communicate with her.   
 
She knew immediately, that this was a divine presence.  Paradoxically, 
she felt a soothing calmness which was at odds with the somewhat 
surreal atmosphere in the room. Trembling, as the tears poured down 
her face, she became like a small child before him.  And then she had this 
powerful urge to write down what she knew Jesus was telling her. 
 
At the back of her mind came the realization that a door had just opened.  
A switch had been turned on and that there was no going back.   
 
Grabbing an old envelope and plucking a pen beside her bed the words 
began to form in her mind. 
 
She wrote down what she heard as it was dictated to her in a gentle but 
authoritative manner. Each word was formed, clearly, precisely and 
without pause as her pen touched the paper. 
 
The first words she wrote were “Your Will is my command”.  Without 
understanding why she wrote this she knew, in her heart, that it was a 
natural and spontaneous response.  Somehow she knew that she was 
supposed to write this first.  And then came the first message given to her 
by Jesus Christ. 
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The message, dictated to her, contained 745 words and it took her exactly 
7 minutes to write the message down word for word from beginning to 
end. 
 
The following morning, in the cold light of day, she was overcome with a 
sense of unreality. With a sinking feeling she knew that what had 
happened during the nigh was very real.  And so she read the message.  
Trembling with shock and disbelief the tears flowed as the truth began to 
sink in. 
 
An intelligent woman, Maria, a mother of four children, led a busy and 
fulfilled life.  Used to dealing with the many challenges of day to day 
business, she would have been the first to dismiss such claims.  Yet, she 
knew in her heart that not only was she not imaging the message but that 
she would never have the capacity to produce a script like this. 
 
Nervously she picked up the picture of Jesus again and looked at it.  
Waiting. Challenging the picture to move again. And it did.  This time she 
cried, pleaded with Jesus to give her a sign as to whether the whole thing 
was in her imagination.   
 
It was 11am. The picture changed like before, and the face of Jesus came 
to life again. He was dressed in white with a gold trim around his neck. 
His face was long and thin.  He had reddish brown wavy hair to his 
shoulder, piercing blue eyes and was surrounded by a dazzling 
penetrating light.   
 
This light, Maria says, is very strong and drains you of energy. He looked 
at her tenderly, with concern, compassion and a deep abiding love. Then 
He smiled. 
 
Her body experienced the same sizzling, weightless feeling again. She 
wrote down the next message, a private one.  Much shorter than the 
night before. This time Jesus told her not to be frightened. That, yes, He 
was communicating with her. He urged her not to run away and to be 
strong.  He reassured her that she was not imagining it. 
 
And so the messages began although Maria, in the beginning, had no idea 
what they were about or what they meant.  She was very frightened at the 
public reaction to such messages and was relieved when Jesus told her he 
wanted her to remain hidden for many reasons.  
 
As the truth slowly downed on her that the messages, were in fact 
authentic, although she privately hoped that they wouldn’t be, she 
assumed that she was another visionary, another seer. 
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This was not the case.  Jesus eventually told her who she was.  He told 
her she was the end time prophet [a term she had never heard of before] 
and that she had not been chosen. She had been sent as the 7th 
Messenger to communicate, on behalf of Jesus, the seals contained in the 
Book of Revelation to prepare the world for His Second Coming.  
 
Since then she has received a message almost daily from Jesus Christ. 
Some of the messages are given to her by the Virgin Mary, the Mother 
God who has given Maria a new title by which she wishes to be known, 
the Mother of Salvation. 
 
The first message she received from God the Father was in June 2011. 
Just before she received this message she was given a message by the 
Holy Spirit who announced that God the Father wished to communicate 
with her. 
 
She trembled through out the taking down of this message, not because 
she was frightened but because of His power and the pure love He has for 

the whole of humanity.  He explained to her why He created the world 
in the firs place. It was so He could have a family. 
 
Maria is a Roman Catholic but says, that up to the time she received the 
messages, she was a lukewarm practitioner. She believed in God but she 
was not devout in the traditional sense. However in the months leading 
up to the first message she had experienced a spiritual renewal and had 
witnessed private apparitions of the Virgin Mary although she kept this 
to herself. 
 
As a result of the apparitions she began to pray more and recite the Holy 
Rosary. It was while reciting the Rosary before a statue of Our Lady on 
the 8th November 2010 that Our Lady gave her a message, which she 
wrote down, but had no idea what it meant. 
 
Maria has been told that the Second Coming of Christ is imminent and 
that she is the last messenger, the last prophet.  She has been told she is 
the 7th Messenger, the 7th angel, who will announce to the world the 
contents of the Seals in the Book of Revelation as they are opened by the 
Lamb of God, Jesus Christ. 
 
The messages given to her, comprise "The Book of Truth," foretold in the 
Book of Daniel for the end times. 
 
They are being given to the world to help spread conversion so that all of 
God’s children can be saved from the antichrist who is due to appear in 
the world shortly. 
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God she says wants to save everyone, including hardened sinners.  All 
those saved will enter into a New Paradise on Earth where we will have a 
mind, body and soul.  They will live in splendour, love, peace, harmony 
and will want for nothing.  This is the inheritance which God has 
promised all of his children. 
 
It will surpass anything we could ever imagine she says but only those 
who turn to God and ask for forgiveness can enter. 
 
They will have eternal life. 
 
If they reject God they will be thrown into the fires of Hell with the 
antichrist, the false prophet and all those who follow Satan.  
 
And we don’t have much time. 
---------------------------------------- 

NOTE: Certainly Mary Carberry did not expect anyone to compare this narrative 

with her spoken radio interview a year before, or with Breffni Cully's seminar 

comments a year later, or with her late-discovered comments at the Mother of 

God online forum.  A true story would be consistently told without contradiction, 

but there are many contradictions among the various 'tellings.' This narrative 

adds "intelligent" to Carberry's qualities. But this story, likely written by Carberry 

herself,  is amateurish and silly.  In emailed communication with her Facebook 

allies she claims to have no free will and the ability to read souls.  
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'Marie Divine Mercy's' four comments posted at 
Mother of God - The Warning Second Coming forum 
[with 'Maria's' typing errors] 
 

----------------------- 

June 1, 2011 
Hello everyone. I am Maria. The European Seer of 
thewarningsecondcoming.com 
 
I would like to say a few things. These messages are authentic. I did not 
invent them. I never asked Jesus for this work. I am certainly unworthy 
and was not a very religious person beforehand. But Jesus loves sinners 
and likes a challenge. I have no interest in getting attention or generating 
any kind of revenue from this. the most important thing is the Jesus 
loves us all with such a deep abiding passion that it is quite unlike 
anything we could ever imagine. I see him and his Blessed Mother 
through prviate apparitions and inner locutions. The Warning is going to 
take place within a few months now. So prepare all of you. These are the 
words of Jesus Christ. so I would ask you to humbly pray before you pull 
his most Holy Word apart. 
 
Prophecies revealed to me are already happening. The Catholic Church 
were given all these details in advance. The earthquake in Spain and 
Volcano eruption in Iceland happened exactly as I was told. Three world 
leaders - one from mainland Europe and two from the middle east will be 
killed within a month. When they happen I would ask you then to accept 
the truth and bow your heads. Our Lord told me that his most holy word 
would be ridiculed, mocked, scorned. Just as he was mocked when on 
earth his true word, via the authentic visionaries, will also be mocked. 
 
God Bless you all. Maria 
------------------------ 
June 1, 2011 
FOR RAIN. FROM MARIA. ANSWER YES I DO.  
My mental welfare is not an issue. I am a full time professional 
businesswoman and well known. Because of that I cannot go pubic 
because as the only bread winner in my family I would lose everything. 
My work involves very detailed analytical thinking and I am not prone to 
imaginative outbursts. which is why I questioned and questioned these 
messages right from the start. I contacted my priest known to me for 20 
years the following day and communicate with the various catholic 
priests with whom i have had to place myself. i was more than willing to 
have all these messages evaluated by people in the know i.e. theologians 
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because I hadn't a clue about theology, Catholic teachings, apparitions. I 
am also ashamed to admit I did not know how to say the Rosary, never 
heard of the Divine Mercy nor could I recite an act of contrition because 
the last time I went to confession was over 25 years ago. So my mental 
state i.e. desperately seeking or craving an outlet due to something 
'lacking' in my life is not in question. And that is why I suppose a formal 
investigation has been launched by the Catholic Church. I do not want 
any personal attention although people are right to ask who is this 
woman.  
 
My conversion as a result of receiving these message has been 
extraordinary. My spiritual director was Jesus while one priest would run 
away from the work and place another in his place and so it went on until 
finally I was sent a spritual director from Jesus himself and am in 
excellent hands. I am not personally insulted when people question me 
or the messages because I would have treated someone like me in exactly 
the same way had they come to me with such utterances.  I realise too 
that my discernment may not be fully accurate which is why I would not 
publish the names of locations of the earthquake and volcano in case it 
was wrong. But the priests had this and take this seriously now.  
 
THE MESSAGES come from his Divine Lips. His messages are full of 
love, sorrow, anger and quite often he gets angry with me if i disobey him 
in any way. Holy people who have phoned me have told me of the sizzling 
weak feeling that comes over them when in conversation. Other people 
have asked me for special prayers and they have been answered. Other 
people have asked me to ask him questions. And without knowing them I 
have given them answers that only they would understand But this is not 
about fortune telling. It is about spreading the word so that his precious 
souls can be saved. He is so upset at the thoughts of losing sinners to see 
him with tears flowing down his cheeks would tear you apart. you will all 
know soon the truth of his word. God Bless You all. Maria 
 
-------------------------- 
June 2, 2011 
Padraig thank you. I was not upset that people did not believe in me but 
because His word is being questioned. I really should not do this because 
He does not want me to engage actively in defending his word on the 
internet and especailly not to explain his messages because I am not 
qualified to do that. 
 
I have been to a number of apparition sites including Medjugorje, Knock 
in Ireland as well as others since the first apparition. Our Lady told me to 
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go the above two sites because she said she appears there regularly and is 
showing signs to all her children now at these two shrines.  
 
My background is busy entrepreneur, mother of four, lived the high life, 
travelled all over the world, mixed with business people at the top of their 
profession in London, US and other parts of Europe. So I am definitely 
not the type you would expect to be receiving these messages. I have been 
overwhelmed, stunned, terrified but weak with love for both Our Blessed 
Mother with whom I have regular communications and see her clearly 
and our dear Lord Jesus Christ. The whole experience has been 
extraordinary but lonely. Outside my immediate circle of friends - many 
of whom I have now met only through this work I cannot talk about it 
only to the priests. Certainly people in my other life would never 
understand this. My old life has changed also because of the work 
because I no longer find any comfort in it nor any love of material things. 
In the past I would have viewed people who believed in apparitions to be 
deluded. How wrong I was. Try and keep me in your prayers because I 
have been under serious attack from The Deceiver who has pinned me 
down in my bed at night, shouted the most vile curses at me and so forth. 
I am being protected daily, however, with God's blessing by St Benedict. I 
see him all the time during the apparitions. GOD BLESS KEEP IN 
TOUCH MARIA 
------------------------------ 
June 10, 2011 
 
Your comments make me so sad. No one is forcing you to believe these 
messages. I will leave it at that.  
 
I pray for all of you because the truth is often very difficult to digest so it 
is not always full of the joy that you would expect.  
 
God bless all of you. I will not be visiting the forum again for I have been 
forbidden to do so. I hope some day when the truth is revealed to you all 
you will understand. I pray for all of you and I hope you will pray for me. 
The next prophecy will be revealed by this Sunday. GOD BLESS ALL OF 
YOU. I WILL NOT BOTHER YOU AGAIN. MARIA 
--------------------------------- 

 
NOTE: These forum comments are significant as the first 'discoverable' 

statements from Carberry posing as 'Maria Divine Mercy.'  The entity that forbids 

Carberry from visiting the forum is supposedly 'Jesus.' She never again appears 

on public forums. 
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William Kamm's letter to Saseen 
Dated 8 July 2014 - Received July 23 
---------------------------- 
Dear Saseen – 
Greetings – it was lovely hearing from you – via the iExpress – you are 
the first, thank you. I would be happy to correspond with you and answer 
your questions if I can. 
 
Please continue to write to me via Justice Action as it will be forwarded to 
me, as they are very supportive, however I am closing my e-mail because 
the media have once again attacked me via this avenue- also attaching 
J.A. for the good work they do. 
 
However here is the answer to your question. 
 
I have known about Maria-Divine Mercy since 2011, as I have a similar 
gift from God as she does – in my case I have had mystical experience – 
e.g. visions since the age of 16. Many people have them, the modern 
world calls them clairvoyance. My visions of Jesus and Mary are public 
knowledge – Pope JPII supported me privately, I have worked with over 
300 such mystics for over 40 years from all over the world.  When I 
heard about (Maria) I asked Jesus – He told me she was sent by Him.  I 
contacted her and Jesus told her it was like her.  She has her mission and 
I have mine, many of her messages are similar to the ones I have received 
since 1984. We sometimes get identical messages around the same dates. 
I believe in her 100 % -- even though some of her messages seem to 
contradict my messages as well as hundreds of other visionaries. 
However in many cases there remains a hidden meaning – so we simply 
leave that to God because with time all will be understood. 
 
Saseen would you explain to me the reason you asked me this question? 
Do you have doubts about her! And how do you know of my support of 
MDM as I did not reveal this in my iExpress?  Check my YouTube it may 
help you to know who I am. 
 
I hope this answers some things. I wish God’s Blessings on you. 
 
William 
 
Dear Justice Action Management, thank you for sending me this letter e-
mail – from Saseen. As all of this was made possible through your 
organization, I can not allow the cost of the set up iExpress – the mailing, 
etc. be upon yourself – I would like to help you in some way.  Thank you. 
 
William 
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Endnotes 

                                                 
1 The first online mention that Mary Carberry was 'Maria Divine Mercy' tracked 
by researchers was February 2012, 11 months after the start of the MDM website. 

Someone comments at a German Christian forum: "The lady's name is probably 

Mary Carberry. It says so in an English speaking forum."  We could not identify 
the English forum referenced here.  

 
2 ronconte.wordpess.com/2013/11/01/the-identity-of-maria-divine-mercy/ 
 
3 In the US, the National Catholic Register and New Advent have posted negative 

evaluations of the Maria Divine Mercy 'revelations.  ncregister.com/blog/jimmy-
akin, blog.newadvent.org/2013/03. 

 
4 The 'appearance' of God the Father and the Holy Spirit may be a complete 
novelty in the 2000-year history of the Catholic Church. David Moorcroft 

comments later. 

 
5 The "About" page at the 'official' MDM website continues to identify 'Maria 

Divine Mercy as the "mother of a young family." Elsewhere on the page: "...she 

says she wishes to protect the identify [stet] of her young family." But her four 
children are all adults.  

 
6 Born 17 June 1955 
 
7 The "About" page at the 'official' MDM website continues to identify the 'seer' as 

a "married woman and mother of young children."  There is no other admission 
anywhere by the 'seer' or her promoters that she is married.  The trail of husband 

John disappears in 2010.  In 2011, at an online forum - addressed later in the 

story - the 'seer' refers to herself as the sole provider of her family. 
 
8 The owner/administrator of the Reproach of Christ website, Ron Conte, 

maintains a companion site, Catholic Planet, where he identifies 215 current false 
claims of private revelations.   

 
10 Karen Creed, "Why nice girls don't get rich," Irish Independent, 5 September 
2008  

 
11 Charlie Weston, "AOL backs Irish/US website," 17 March 2000. 

12 "Couple in mortgage arrears face losing home," Ray Managh, 8 December 

2009, Irish independent. How John and Mary solved their debt situation is 

unknown. As of December 2014 Mary was still in the Malahide house. Her 
business partner Martin Roth would later claim she found "legal means" to satisfy 

her debt. Six months after this debt story, 30 June 2010, "McGovern PR" - 

without letterhead or return address - issued a news release on behalf of the 
"new" Debt Managers Association of Ireland. 
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13 The Talking 'Jesus' drawing traveled with 'Gabriel' during US seminars in 2013. 
It is a New Age drawing found at TheSacredPath.co.nz website.  The photo may 

not be Jesus, but a Jesus-look-alike. The drawing is among many in the website's 

list of "ascended masters." For more analysis see   
https://jkhgadfly.wordpress.com/2014/07/14/mary-carberrys-alien-occult-new-

age-jesus/ 

 
14

 http://miraculousrosary.blogspot.com/2014/01/mdm-in-her-own-words-
transcribed.html 

 

15 According to notes taken at a US seminar, 'Gabriel' reported that 'Maria' 

transcribed 760 words, spoken by Jesus, in two minutes "written with perfect 

grammar...all words spelled correctly..." 
 
16 On 9 November 2010, the day of 'Jesus' surprise 3 a.m. visit to Mary Carberry, 
the Irish Herald ran a feature story on Sarah Carberry titled "Body and Soul." 
Sarah comments on her relationship with her parents: "My parents were . . . 
always inspirational, supportive and caring. We get on quite well; I work with my 
Mum so I have to." 
 

17 'Gabriel' continued to give MDM seminars though March 2014, with the final 
seminars in Luxembourg, Cologne, Germany; and Dornbirn, Austria. Fliers 

identified him as "a designated representative of the European seer." After 

March, 'Gabriel' disappears. 
 
18 In another account 'Gabriel' is reported as saying, "She accepted and was 

wheeled into surgery with joy in her heart." 
 
19

 His name is known to MDM Facebook followers but withheld from publication 
here as a consensus judgment of the research team. 

 

20 The date was hidden by the page owner not long after it was discovered and 
revealed. After disclosures such as this, website information would be altered or 
eliminated by the MDM team. Anti-MDM websites have detailed this particular 
date issue with coded data from Facebook showing that the MDM Facebook page 
was created before June 8, 2010.  

 
22

 http://www.thewarningsecondcoming.com/book-of-truth-finally-gets-
published/ 

 

23 Before the books were printed, Martin Roth was translating the messages into 

German on a new website title The Warning. Before Carberry became her own 

'publisher' through Trumpet/Coma, her early messages were printed in more 
than six volumes by an Austrian publisher who ceased distributing the books in 

late 2012. 
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24

 http://jkhgadfly.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/coma-486479regdt.jpg 

 

25
 http://jkhgadfly.files.wordpress.com/2013/11/trumpet-current-report-coma-

includ.jpg -- and -- http://www.solocheck.ie/Irish-Company/Trumpet-
Publishing-Limited-514020 

 

26 For unknown reason, at inception Trumpet Publishing included two additional 
directors whose terms lasted only one day: Alan Farrelly  and Michael Bellew, 

owners of the financial and business advisement firm Uhy Farrelly Dawe White 

Limited. The company has been the secretarial agent for subsequent MDM-
related businesses. 

 
27 Born 11 January 1953 
 
28

 http://jkhgadfly.wordpress.com/2013/11/19/the-business-of-warning-of-the-
second-coming/ 

 

29 In a daring act of shamelessness, Breffni Cully, as 'Joseph Gabriel,' "a special 

representative of the European seer," returned to the US for lectures at three 
Florida locations in early February 2014. At previous seminars Cully sold books 

[cash only] published by his company Trumpet/Coma Books. His appearances in 

Florida followed a 1 February meeting in Belgium promoted by Hubert Luns, who 
translated for his Dutch and German audience, and a “private” strategy meeting 7 

December in Cologne, Germany, with his business partner, Martin Roth. 

Carberry is believed to have attended the Cologne meeting with Roth. She is also 
believed to have traveled with Cully to Florida and earlier U.S. locations where 

Cully spoke. 

 
30 Born 29 July 1944 

 
31 Patricia's last name is not known.  Her mother's 'visions' disappeared soon 
after initial posting. There is a perception of jealousy among the nouveau 

'visionaries' as they compete for the same audience of quick-fix believers. Was 

Roth 'asked' by MDM to give her undivided attention? 
 
32https://web.archive.org/web/20110430225607/http://www.thewarningsecond

coming.com/donate/ 
 
33 Friends of designer James Steidl report that 'Jesus' sent him a message 

through MDM thanking him for the development and design of the magic 'seal.' 
Steidl dismisses any special powers assigned to the document he created, or its 

red-colored stamp, artwork that may be purchased from the artist’s catalog of 

copyrighted graphics that include a symbol of Freemasonry. On a public-viewable 
social media page he said in childlike fashion, “I am a commercial artist and I 

have thousands of stock images. The red seal is one of my stock images which 

existed years before any of this stuff hit the fan. The red seal is a decoration and 
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has no more power than your FB avatar (duh)." He was asked if he made money 

on the seal: “I’m a commercial artist. That’s what I do.” Continuing his online 
discourse: “If you want me to defend MDM, you’ll have to pay me.”  

 
34

 Researchers suspect the change from Ireland to UK-based companies stems 
from a letter to Ireland's State Revenue Collection Department accusing the 
MDM companies of potential fraud and suggesting the companies be 
investigated. 

 

35
 David was employed full time as a web designer for Mary Carberry's firm, 

Future Media, during her first year of claimed 'visions.' 

 

36 In November 2014 the medals were selling in smaller increments of five with 
added shipping cost. An incentive to compensate for slow sales? 

 
37 Lay My Hat Forum: Posting begins with: "Fellow B&B owners--I recently had 
an enquiry from one Breffni Cully - eventually I turned him down for 

prevaricating over paying a deposit. Yesterday he tried to book again, using a 

different email and address." 
 
38 At one of the US seminars, 'Gabriel' [Cully] says, "Maria is suffering financially, 

although just a few years ago she was a very successful business woman with 
enough money to live a very enjoyable life..." In fact, a “few years ago” ‘Maria’ was 

threatened with home foreclosure and had been suffering financially for many 

years.   
 
39 http://marymcgovern250.tumblr.com/post/103042143268/mary-mcgovern-

carberry 
 
41 "McGovern PR launches video news release service," 14 May 2012, Business 

and Leadership, Dublin. 
 
42 "PR venture a window to virtual world," 16 April 2009, Irish Independent. In 

2014 “Luke” responds to an inquiry regarding the company's relationship with 
McGovern PR: "Our relationship ended with the company in 2009." 

 
43 The Future Media website disappears and reappears.  No names of employees 
or owners. Inquiries sent through the email address are not responded.  A call to 

the listed phone number was unanswered.  

 
44 In November 2013 researchers found a message reportedly issued by Kamm in 

2004, a year before his prison sentence. It is cited at wanglese.comxa.com:  

 
"William John Costellia is the true name of William Kamm, who is also known 

as the 'Little Pebble.' William enquired about his natural father and discovered 

that he was a soldier in the Italian Army when he met William's mother. 
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Gertrude Kamm (Simons) in Cologne, Germany. John left Germany for Italy, 

never to return, and he was unaware that Gertrude had conceived his child. 
John Costellia was born in Sicily and it was only two years ago that William 

became aware of his lineage...William is half German and half Italian." 

 

45 State Parole Authority, New South Wales, Australia, media statement, "Sex 

offender 'Little Pebble' to be refused parole...convicted of repeated sex offences 

against minors...five counts of sexual intercourse with a minor...four counts of 
aggravated indecent assault against a minor and one count of aggravated 

indecent assault...remains an untreated sex offender..." 

 
46 Cult leader Kamm to be freed within days, Channel 7 online news, 11 November 

2014, https://au.news.yahoo.com/a/25487194/cult-leader-kamm-to-be-freed-

within-days. Channel 7 reported that Kamm is required to undergo psychological 
assessment and counseling as a requirement for his early release. He is forbidden 

from contact with anyone under 16 without state consent.  

 
47 Malcolm Broussard was ordained a priest in Houston, Texas, in 1978. 

He was excommunicated from the Catholic Church in June 2003 for attempting 

to have himself consecrated as a bishop without papal consent. On 15 September 
2005 Pope Benedict XVI decreed that Broussard "may no longer present himself 

as a priest or perform any priestly functions." From Wikipedia: Illegal episcopal 

ordination: Kamm's order is sacramentally cared for by a former diocesan parish 
priest from Texas, Malcolm Broussard, who in 2003 was consecrated a bishop in 

Bavaria. This episcopal ordination was not authorized by the Roman Catholic 

Church and resulted in his automatic excommunication. Broussard had already 
been suspended, on 20 September 1989, for abandoning his priestly assignment 

and was not a priest "in good standing." Broussard has ordained many of the men 

in the group to the priesthood, most of them not taking the traditional promise of 
clerical celibacy. He ordained Kamm as a deacon in 2003. 

 
48 'Maria's' complete statement regarding 'Marie-Paul' was posted by the 
Canadian Facebook administrator who made the original inquiry. 'Maria' 

emailed, somewhat incoherently: 

 
"I have received a message from Jesus. He is a good man. However whether or 

not he is a real priest I don't know. I do know that Jesus has told me 'HE IS A 

GOOD MAN' and that 'HIS CONTRIBUTION WAS IMPORTANT.' [Caps are 
‘Maria’s’] That is all as it is best that I don't get too involved. I am worried that 

he has been ousted in this way. I do accept that some people have to be pushed 

out because they completely undermine the messages. But this man did not. In 
fact he added great credibility to the messages. I was sad to see him go and I 

miss his posts! God Bless Maria" 
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49

 Researchers suspect the 'visionary' who provided Sabalaskey/Marie-Paul with 
this disclosure was Sabalaskey himself.  His anti-Christ revelations appeared at 
his Biblical-False-Prophet website. 
 

50 Sabalaskey's document was originally released 6 September 2005 and later 

updated 17 October 2005.  On 9 November 2013 he was 'consecrated' a 'bishop' in 
Canada by Kamm's 'bishop' Malcolm Broussard, as "Bishop John Paul 

Sabalaskey." He uses the "John Paul" name in online forums. The announcement 

of Sabalaskey elevation in the Church-condemned order was made by Broussard 
in an email to friends. Sabalaskey's father, who died in 1996 at age 76, was a 

volunteer worker in Kamm's Marian Workers of Atonement, part of the Order of 

St. Charbel. In the father's obituary, Bruce is listed as an only son married to 
Laura of Naperville, Illinois, US.  So the 'priest-bishop' may be married, or once 

married.  

 

51 "Religious Sex Fiend Asks Psychic's Aid," Courier mail.com.au, 2 January 2011, 

Kamm's "right hand man" Malcolm Broussard sent the email on Kamm's behalf. 

 
52 Ralph Napierski is one of the most sinister characters in this story. At cult-

exposing website Dialogue Ireland, "Margaret" comments in July 2013: "I know 

Ralph Napierski very well, especially his antics. German police said that he is 
NOT a resident of Germany and only has a postal address and answering 

machine service there. He is Polish, has a girlfriend and a little boy. Secondly, he 

promotes sex toys in marriages and the BDSM industry. He has been 
photographed with nude sex workers, Third Reichers, other false clergy 

connected to William Kamm; is allegedly selling fake relics for US $150 each with 

a fake certificate; now calls himself "The Prophet" and is promoting MDM who 
has been declared a false prophet by the Vatican and declares God sent him to 

reveal that Pope Francis is the anti-Christ when in fact he certainly is NOT. 

Napierski has built machines that read a person's mind and sold it to the military; 
has hacked many sites including eBay; is a spiritual vampire who practices Jesus 

Yoga (Yoga is condemned by our Vatican exorcist). I also know of two cases 

where he has implanted thoughts into people's minds and used his psychic ability 
to affect these two people. He is NOT a mystic, he is a psychic and ruled by the 

hand of the Devil." --dialogueireland.wordpress.com/2013/05/23 

 
53

 For a time, researchers examined the curious use of excessive comma's in both 
the MDM 'visions' and Christine Lammermann's writing. For the German-born 
Lammermann, English is a second language, so mistakes in punctuation are 
understandable. For MDM/Carberry, the transcriber of 'Jesus' messages, the 
mis-use of punctuation is careless.  

 

54 The incident was reported at wanglese.comxa.com/Bayside.htm 

 
55 In a "Letter from the Little Pebble to Maria Divine Mercy, 17 May 2013, Kamm 

addresses "My Dear Little Sister Maria..." and thanks her "for all the answers 
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Jesus has given to you for me."  The letter is included in a newsletter issued by 

Kamm's 'bishop,' Malcolm Broussard. 
 
56 The German researcher referred to here had been working independently for a 

year before contact was made with the core team that provided research for this 
book. His discovery of the Kamm connection coincided with conclusions of the 

research team that Kamm was an instrumental component of the MDM 

enterprise. 
 
57 Malcolm Broussard was the subject of a formal notarized "decree" by 

Australian Bishop Peter Wingham who wrote that Broussard's attempt to have 
himself consecrated a bishop was a schismatic and excommunicated Broussard 

and all those of the Order of St. Charbel. The excommunication applied to all who 

adhere formally to Broussard's ministry. "...They place themselves outside the 
Catholic Church and are by that fact excommunicated." The Decree was issued 10 

June 2003. 

 
58

 12 November 2010: "My daughter, you can publish this 'in conversation with 
the secret prophet.' 'Messages began only three days before. No other reference is 
made of the 'secret prophet.' 
 
59 "Social Networking to Be Available to Inmates," Illawarra Mercury, 22 June 
2014 

 
60 A frequent commenter at anti-MDM websites who uses the name PocketSketch 
created a list of Geilesky's statements, and then surprised readers that they were 

not from MDM, but from the Australian 'visionary.' Geilesky, like Kamm and 

many other 'visionaries', became wealthy from their claim to visions. The 
Australian Sunday Mail, 8 December 2004, reported that the 'cult" leader 

accepted a $600,000 property loan provided by a US couple that she refused to 

repay. 
 
61 In Switzerland a key MDM promoter is Dr. Gerd J Weisensee who has 

confessed to friends that Maria Divine Mercy is Mary Carberry. His Catholic 
contacts helped to promote MDM in Switzerland.  

 

62 Michael Hesemann's long article was posted at Kath.net on 25 November 2013, 
about three weeks after MidwayStreet went 'live.'  It contains much of the 

MidwayStreet content plus additional information.  It remains a premiere 

German language piece exposing the Irish 'visionary.' Hesemann is an historian 
and author of many books. 

 
63 In November 2014 Roth closed his Herzmariens.de website. He posted: "The 
website www.herzmariens.de is closed from now on. Reason: Due to my being 

involved in the mission "the book of truth" everything that is written in 

herzmariens.de may lead to attacks on the mission "the book of truth." To protect 
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this mission, I now have to close www.herzmariens.de. So with immediate effect, 

I am no longer responsible for the content of this site!!" 
 
64

 Of course, this makes no sense.  Roth writes that he "believes" Cully does not 
profit from MDM. Roth admits his financial involvement is fraudulent! 

 

65
 http://www.dublindiocese.ie/content/statement-maria-divine-mercy 

 

66 Dexter Duggan, "'Maria Divine Mercy Has No Ecclesiastical Approval," 
Wanderer Press,  29 May 2014.  The article quotes MidwayStreet and its author. 

 
67

 While Bowring withdrew his book that promoted as "plausible" the authenticity 
of Maria Divine Mercy, he continues to promote her end time message. His 
newest book, The Great Battle is Unfolding [$24.95], provides a year-by-year 
timeline of end time events, repeating the essential content of the MDM 
messages.  

 

68
 The recurrence of 3 a.m. and 3 p.m. in this story has significance as 3 p.m. is 

the time at which Christ is believed to have died on the cross. Carberry knows its 
value and significance to her followers while claiming to be an ignorant "lapsed" 
Catholic.  

 


